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apendix a

In-depth interview pointers

What is you outlook/take on cloud computing in general
Technology

Model 

Benefits 

Risks 

Vendors

1.

2. How does your organization achieve Enterprise alignment of business and 

IT/IS

Planning

Internal policy/audit 

Compliance 

Expansion 

Downtime

Customer convenience

3. What is the prevailing technology usage in your organization 

Virtualization 

High availability 

Disaster recovery 

Data centers 

ROI/TCO 

CapEx/OpEx 

Upgrades
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4. How innovative is your organization 

Views on new technology and its i 

CIO’s innovativeness 

Organization s innovativeness 

Technology adoption rate/success

impact
use of new technology

use of new technology

5. Vendors and ICT Service providers 

Selection 

Performance

Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
Outsourcing

Reliability, Availability & Serviceability

6. Regulator

View of core vs non-core 

View on outsourcing 

Data protection 

Auditing

Directives on cloud computing

7. SL ICT infrastructure

VPN

Internet

Data centers

Quality

Bandwidth

Pricing

Reliability
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8. Legal Framework 

Enforceability 

Jurisdiction 

Recourse 

Data protection
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Appendix B

Name: Mr. Rohan Muttiah

Designation: CIO

Institute: Commercial Bank

General Take on Cloud:

Generally speaking I think it is a natural progression on the well understood concept of 
hosting, data center provision of third party data center services, and it is something that 
I think that is widely going to be adopted in the next five years.

What I will probably cover here is the pros & cons of cloud computing as I see. So I will 
first go to the cons. Let’s get the negatives out of the way.

One of the biggest issues business managers have is with the unfortunate naming of this 
service cloud. Now if you are a business manager who is not necessarily very IT savvy, 
which is a majority in senior positions at this point in time. If someone uses the word cloud 
it is a lot of uncertainty in their mind. They think IT is coming with another jazzy word, 
jargon some half-baked thing cloud you know & they don’t want to know anything about 
it. So unfortunately the people who came up with this, while it certainly describes what 
the service is, they managed to put a lot of uncertainty, fear & doubt in the minds of the 
business manager. Anyway what’s done is done, & we need to move beyond that. 
Straightaway we are in the back foot.

Situation that we have over here in Sri Lanka is we do not have any framework, guide 
lines, or any governance around cloud. There are some counties that I know of Canada,

4—ssr.srrssz
to authoi lze their companies haw anything Hke that today, it really doesn’tframework all of that is there. S£^ ^ ^ ^ ^ my L,ier point wheni said within

exist. I know it will come, 
five years there would be a big change.
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Then another problem that we have us that the cloud is 
because there is a lot mo offshore. So in 1 way that is good 
BU... ,h. time as ,1"^  ̂h°W 'hiS ^

move to something offshore.
Then the other problem we have is the local 
other operators don’t have representatives of Google Microsoft IBM & 

.. ~ , lot °f credibility they don’t engender confidence. Sitting on
a meeting with them, firstly they really don’t know enough about the service, they don’t 
know enough about the service levels, they are simply inexperienced and unable to speak 

to senior managers on positioning the cloud, the model & the business perspective. They 
simply approach it as they were selling a product. They come and talk to you about TCO, 
when they don’t know what they are talking about, it’s an absolute waste of time. They 
have not sat down and brainstormed what it is that need to be covered to convince people. 
Today there is a lot of focus on risk mitigation and compliance and governance. They 
push it like a product, especially with a service of this nature it simply doesn’t work.

Local agents not active.

Confidentiality, let’s not worry about the local situation, we see what’s happening 
overseas there are too many cases where data has been compromised. Security firms, the 
CIA & FBI can get hacked these cloud providers are going to be hacked. It’s not that 
people are going to say because of these we are not going to do it, but acts as an inhibiter. 
Because a business manager is looking at risk mitigation & compliance. Why do they want 
to go and put their neck on the block? These are serious things, loss of information is loss 
of business, loss of jobs, and the people who are selling the cloud have forgotten that. 
They have got no skin in the game, the business manager who takes the decision got a lot
riding on him.

When you go to the cloud there is a great exposure to events, example submarine cables, 
for business that primarily have local revenue generation potentially now have a greater

risk.
it reduces complexity for the internal IT staff, business

managers IT and everyone understands that. TCO, I would say its better when you take
into aeeount the qualitative elements. Most companies don’t identify their real costs They 

account qua.. ^ floor spacej the on.cost of an employee, really two
eration, disaster recover, high availability, hardware

Pros: everyone agrees that

forget the cost of the data 
employees considering a 24 hour op 
refresh cycle, the software, to be factored in.

v and get a proper SLA, which is almost a dream to 
The fact that you can go to a c0,1'Pa"y £ud that bec0mes part of your contract. Some 
get an SLA done from in-house IT.
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people have this OpEx rather than CanEx it’, u 
to have capital available, for larger banks’ the "
more efficient for them to

C0S' “dd' S° 'f -P. >hcn your cos, goesisjsszzzzszz, B'mg on a &ed -b-“ *h
be more useful in dealing with these fluctuations.

Everybody understands that there will be superior uptime and superior security compared 
to in ouse. Faster provisioning, it takes a long time to provision resources internally. In 
the cloud you can do it. Its not only infrastructure, its licensing & a whole range of things 
is much faster compared to doing it internally.

Today many organizations are on the cloud, because ourselves, our ant spam is based in 
Singapore, Message Labs which is a cloud service. So step by stem it is easier to become 
comfortable with adopting cloud. I know companies who have file servers out in the cloud, 
because they can’t provision this here, they do rental storage. CRM, a classic case 
Salesforce. Even look at the Credit Information Burro, to me CRIB is in the cloud, I know 
strictly speaking its not cloud, nut isn’t it?. We subscribe & get information, we send 
information, its our customer information out there.

While part of the cloud is new, a lot of it sis old, it was already there, and its important to 
accentuate what has always been there. Because it helps people be comfortable with it a 
lot faster. Its just another step, you are doing all of these things, subscribe to one more 
thing. And you need to do that gradually. Coming and pushing it & saying its all new, 
isn’t going to help. When everything is all new no one want to touch it, specially in a 
regulated environment like ours. Larger organizations have more to loose and the sales 
cycle is longer. Many more stakeholders and the benefit (business value) must be clear. It 
need not be a huge benefit, but the benefit must be clear. & it is something that people can 

believe, I don’t see any issues, but it will take time.

issue with banks, as they tend 
cost of capital is very low. Therefore it is 

go own the CapEx path but the OpEx option is attractive.

way you structure your cloud contract can

holders, there is a lot to be said abou ■ ^^^restrictionthat you have
got a sales team, they are connected, y Jime anywhere. Providing secure
in your internal network. You ar ^ nQt easy The customer interface, the
connectivity anywhere anytime is a ’ interface, for us to build a nice
cloud providers will also start thinking of the
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customer interface, yes we can do it but I th' k 

Wh„happens is, when
the,co„tract«.hipdpar»,„tadr„f h*'e c„,move so ,,ickl,thing different is whL^r JZ "»*«*- - "» »"»'

third parties. ® stored. Others we are doing anyway, we use

provider is in a far better position

On business & IT alignment:

The business has a plan, typically it would be the annual plan. And it would have a wider 
objectives over 3 year period. These 5 year plans don’t work anymore, 3 years make sense, 
5 years you are putting stuff out there whish 100% guess work. You might as well not do 
it. So there is a business plan and based on that business plan & its objectives, IT then 
links to it. So you may have certain strategic pillars which you can align IT to. IT also 
may come up with certain ideas which will shape some of the business. In the banking 
industry it is still very much business and market driven. Trying to align business with the 
technology is not the right approach.

If you understand banking enough, what is it? Its savings and loans. Loans is where you 
make money and to do that you need saving, what has it got to do with technology? What’s 
your biggest cost? Cost of funds. You need to be able to mobilize low cost funds so that 
they you can lend with higher margins. If your cost of funds then your margins will get 
squeezed. Now how you deliver this out is where technology can help.

Can technology be used to reduce the spread?

In banking? Ok so, it’s a question that we also ask ourselves, when you invest in 
technology you are adding costs to your excising costs, arc you removing costs? No. so 
that’s where the problem is, if you were overseas when you invest in technology you reap 
productivity benefits. You have mo,, flexibility on headcount In Sr, Lanka that s not.h 
case, in the banking industry is unionized and you can. just go and lay people off. And I 

am not for one moment suggesting we do that.
flexibility on the spread, that’s the objective. How do 

is to reduce the cost income ratio. Again many 
that’s where it fits in. you must be

The business objective is to provide 
you achieve it? There are many ways, one 
ways to do that, technology also has a 
clear in your mind what you are going to o 
is whilst you may not be able to reduce, youi

role to play, so . . ,
as a business, and one of the ways to do that

st base doesn’t have to grow in the same
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proportion as the rest of your growth. Business 

by not proportionately expanding your costs.

On EA:

auditable, so whilst they havetot^aM whit' b ^ a defmed SDLC’lhey need t0 be

:thin8- ^things haw be60^ 6 T 'l35 & W3Ste °ftlme’ mCreasing the leng* ofthe SDLC, but these 
th ngs have been tried and tested. As people become more familiar with it they become
will see SDLC reduce and will see quality increase, with all the other benefits we would 
have got from the software industry.

value creation for expansion of business

On expansion

I think the greatest difficulty in a non-cloud environment is the efficient use of resources, 
and getting the right productivity with these resources. The business pressure is constant. 
The challenge is to try to satisfy this business pressure, it is always not easy to do in a 
non-cloud environment.

On Virtualization & tech adoption

This is where technology was adopted not for technologies sake, but because there was a 
clear business case. With virtualization you can that you go down from X number of racks 
to Y number of racks, then suddenly you free up a floor space in your datacenter.

While at the same time you high availability and disaster recovery provisioning also 
improves. You go for consolidation of your storage, so I mean its much easier story. I 
think that technology is fantastic, its really something practical a very few people would 

not want to do. And it is easy to quantify the business value.

going to change your servers every four years, mere 
sits really well in there as far as the business case goes.

are

Core banking on virtualized servers? 

wen , would„o,s,y UO,oit,««
high availability, the disastei recovery pr dassic AS400, you don’t get that at
And you get that at a hardware level. If you
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a hardware level.
building a cluster you wont get it. So th^8 ^ J°U may be able t0 do things, but short of 
able to do with virtualization Yes T ^ ° d°m8 that is far more than you would be 
OSs there as well, so I would not sav no t ^ m.that environment, you got a choice of

,o «ow UP ^ if *« ,„zz: j"st
am getting tois, I would focus on the SLA.

On Outsourcing

Yes, again the CBSL has got guidelines on outsourcing, we need to adhere to that, but
generally there is flexibility on the types of things that can be given to third parties. And 
yes we do use them.

SLA’s ?

Where you can measure it, it is affective. Where it is difficult to measure, it is not as easy. 
Things which are centralized its much easier to manage the SLA, or to monitor the SAL. 
But when you are looking at branch wise services, it is much harder. But again whilst you 
may not be measuring exactly against the SLA, by having quarterly meetings, feedback 
that you get from users is also fresh in everyone’s mind and that also puts pressure on the 
supplier that they are under the microscope, and if they don’t perform its going to another 
vendor the next year.

On Vendor Selection:

Ethical behavior. The first thing and this is a part of our vendor registration process and 
its something we put in to every single RFP, and that is that we expect the vendor to 
behave ethically. We don’t deal with vendors who forget ethics. We don’t compromise.

We do look for vendors who are stable, who wont get into financial difficulty. Now when 
it comes to licenses it really doesn’t matter, what I said before still applies but if there are 
six vendors vou could buy it from any vendor, that’s just price, but when it comes to 
hardware or a support services we look for stability, the reputation re.iabihty because y 
extension they attach themselves to our brand. So we are extremely conscious about that.

Vendor certification, vendor we don’t issue RFPs
process. Unless they are registered y P capabiiity and we look for proof of
to them. For specialized services we look for vendor p

that also.

On Availability:
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Our phones are on all the ti
or when we go overseas. So we neverTeaUyge'6 *" ^time ^ When
goes with the job. That is the B

we are on holiday
nature , . aWay from work} which is fair enough, it

provide 24x7 service. So that’s thereout 7' ^ ^ 0n ^ ^thatwe can
its not undue pressure.

^ hT^0 6,0 ^ ^ 85 possible make investments that will maximize our uptime
so .h, we doe , have regular everrrs which demand , 1„, of our lime outsM, 0ffl e " J
infrastructure ,s good enough. then i, is ** „nllkely « would get a at a„. We
try to focus on investing in uptime.

On Regulatory framework:

Privacy of data, it does. If there is a leakage of information that’s treated as extremely
serious. So the customer information cannot be accessed by staff unless they have a direct 
responsibility to access that and do something with it, so it is a highly regulated area. 
Privacy of customer data is under the charter, which comes under the central bank, so all 
banks need to adhere to that.

Globalization:

Bangladesh is very good. Their CB is extremely good. Very impressed by what we see, 
its extremely professional. Regulatory framework is very strong. They do know that we 
use Colombo as a central data center. So in their case they would look at is how well it is 
protected, and that works okay, the multinationals over their it’s a similar thing, they have 
regional hubs and data centers running in them. For example HSBC here operates over 
the regional center in Hong Kong. Generally countries have regulation against storing of 
data offshore, then again it depends, sometimes it’s a blanket rule, sometimes case by 

case, sometimes depends on the situation already exists.

I have never seen it stated anywhere about offshore data storage in the Sri Lankan context. 
But I would suspect that before any bank wants to do it, they would approach the regulator, 

it & find that the regulator is unhappy. That’s my personal take.Rather than do

On TCO:
But that’s a less contentious thing. For example email, 
I think most people will be comfortable to do that. But 
carefully. For example fdeserver, you need to do the

Yes, we did it for our spam filter, 
would you put it on the cloud? Yes 
yet you got to do that business case 
case carefully & factor things in.
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At the end of the day, say after a two ve
it, they look at the numbers. What’s ha PC°p,e beC°me comfortab,e with
up front and nobody wants to look at it 1S PC°p,e &re throwinSthe numbers

hem comfortable, then show the numbers.

ned.
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Appendix B

Name: Mr. Gerald Wanigaratne 

Designation: AGM-IT 

Institute: Seylan Bank

On cloud.

My personal opinion is that it’s tiling. But the only thing is being a bank there are 
certain regulatory things and concerns that we have to address. So far the regulator has 
not imposed anything restricting us from using the cloud but also there are areas that they 
want us to report extensively if we are using cloud. So they also have a concern. On the 
long lun for a bank or any other organization I think going onto the cloud is a much 
cheaper and beneficial way of doing business. But saying that so far I don’t think we have 
done anything on the cloud. I think the cloud is a logical evolution from the data center
approach. Because we try to virtualize our own environments and then after that the next 
step is to go onto to a place where some aggregator is doing he entire infrastructure and 
we use there infrastructure to do our business. It doesn’t make sense I think for people to 
just by hardware and software to do their business. From what we have seen so far 1 feel 
it’s a reliable technology.

Whatever the technology IT has to be aligned to the business. What really happens is there 
is a plan. Three or four years ahead there is a strategic plan that happens. On that strategic 
plan there are certain things that the business wants IT to do. And also on the IT side there 
are certain strategic things we would like to do. There are certain in technology that 
happens, so we need to get aligned to that technologies. So then what we do is we come 
together as a team, business and IT and we thrash out what are the things that we are going
to do in the next couple of years. So that way we come to some sort of » alignment tnh

business and ,T. So will ha,e some 
there are things IT needs to do & we come t 
gels together.

t^ because IT is a very very vital part of the 
There are strategic things we do but nl0S ' in the bank js highly automated, and 
business there are lot of operational things that the bank will also stop working.
I think the day that IT stops working for some 
To that extent people are relying on technology.
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We do expand but it is also regulated. We can W u ■
it has to be approved by the regulator F PCn branches whatever the way we want,
approve. Within that we do expand All^" h° ^ A™ offsite’the regulator has to
product. But if we are going to rin dK als° regu,ated’ unless it’s a vanilla

going to do something really innovative, yes we need to get
re robust enough to handle expansion. And expansion

we ever get stretched for v ^ Pe°pIe t0 monitor [t or whatever- I don’t think
we ever get stretcned tor anything at any given time Th
aware of our systems during month ends and
stuff like that. But we

regulatory approval. The systems 
of a branch doesn’t mean that

e only thing is that we are more 
various times that we run statements and

whatever then we are stretched, other than LTa^caTedTeZrcIatslficie^^ "

On Outsourcing

We are not into outsourcing too. We have our own resources in-house. Maintenance of 
hardware is given out but I don t know if you can call that outsourced. Maintenance and 
support of all servers are given to other companies. We sign Service Level Agreements 
for these. We haven’t been monitoring them in the past but now we are improving now. 
Because in the past we had maintenance but we were in a group of companies, so most of 
our work was done by group companies. So then we didn’t have the power to actually go 
and drive a hard bargain. Now since we are an independent company we will be 
monitoring & negotiating to a great extent.

Currently we have all our applications running on in-house server. So we have not yet 
come to a position to move them to a separate piece of hardware or buying a new piece of 
software. So currently all the things we have are running on our servers. So we really don t 
have the opportunity or the need to outsource it unless we sell the equipment and software 
and everything. May be in the future, another two to three years, we might start looking 

at various things like outsourcing the emails that sort of thing.

Current Technology

With regard to technology I
we at the bottom. On some (en g old So we are not ;n a major
branches are running with servers that a & Leds to be evaluated properly and 

hurry to replace them, but we m.ght Ne» so far has yielded positive
adopted. Whatever the new technolog 

outcomes.

One of the newest technology adoptions that we rs 0I110 a
about 80% complete. We have virtual.zed about y

have undertaken is virtualization. We are 
box. And that’s also
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a positive experience, and 
virtualization DR is easier than without.

Vendor selection

we are gaining what we bought we would gain. With

stable, in the sense financially the, should be stable."* tauhl"^rn'or^M

accounts. Good tf they are quoted in the stock exchange. Ids good if they have sold the 
same thing for a long time. Existence or rePutation in the market. Size of the vendor is 
also considered. Local presence helps a lot, as first line help is very important, as chasing 
behind a person who is having offices in some other country. If it’s something new and 
not critical then we would want to try it out first.

The core banking application criticality on downtime is very high. So for that we have put 
in systems in place. There are certain other applications that downtime is not so critical, 
so may be within the day. Some will be within three to four hours. All this is done through 
SLA’s. Whatever the maintenance contracts we sign with them (vendors) there is a time 
that they need to service us, for various provinces or whatever. So if it’s actually a branch 
and communication is an issue then there is an agreement with the provider that within a 
certain amount of time it will be rectified, or he suffers penalties. Penalties are not the best 
way, but that is one of the main things that we can do. The other thing is when they come 
for new business we prevent them from new business. We have our internal monitoring 
systems to help us do this. Even the number of vendors we have for certain services, it s 

impossible to do that.

Sir what about privacy?
Currently of course privae, is not something that in Sri Lank, is that much Blkcdabout.
Well we really don’t believe in privacy. Your information and my mfonnatmn ,s

use and noObody will say anything. But privacy is an issue, 
prime issue although we don’t take 

osed to make a declaration on

information that anybody can 
in the sense, in banks traditionally privacy has bee 
that much care on that. When you join a bank you aie slW
handling information. Privacy is it>s easy to compromise privacy,
working in a bank. Today with the technology ava ^ j J ^ Sly the

so we need to look into that in a serious vn< y- ^ or £ur0pe, privacy is a major 
Sri Lankan regulator, if we are doing b^sl|jeS^th regarcj t0 a privacy issue we will have 

concern for them. If we get fined by any 0 ^ 0f t|10se customers want to see privacy
a huge issue in dealing with those mai ets. ,t most banks have taken
clauses and so on. So we need to address this,

n a

us from the time we start
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steps to do this. The regulator looks at n '
have. They also see that we adhere to them Th^’ , SeCUrity’ HR and every policy we 

SDLC and things like that. They do a fair amountofJork l° W ^implemented

about mail or other non-core banking things. 

SLICT infrastructure

services. They don’t care much

Communication technologically in the country at the, current is not the best, the cost is
also not the best. The government also has to do a fair amount of infrastructure related 
development work before we can say we are as good as Singapore or Malaysia or as good 
as India. Their cities are wired for broadband and technology. But in Sri Lanka we get 
or two players and it’s not the government who is doing it. We also have used some data 
centers in the past, but we brought them in-house after that. We were not really getting 
what we wanted from them. But again we are looking to go outside for a data center for

one

disaster recovery purposes, not for our data center. I have seen about two or three data 
centers and they are in very high standards. Most of the time telecoms run the data centers
so communication won’t be a big problem.

Legal framework

The legal aspect is also there. I don’t think it’s risky to sign an agreement with a foreign 
company. The only thing is their agreements will be dealt with in those countries, not in 
Sri Lanka. Very few companies will agree to have the litigation in Sri Lanka, so they will 
specify their own countries. But saying that, you don’t get into a partnership to go and file 
action. At the same time you may get a fairer objective hearing in another countpi than in 
Sri Lanka. Even the duration of time may be quicker, the only issue will be the cost, 
think now to a large extent one legal system is capable .0 handle elechomc issues The 
issue most probably will be the judges and magistm.es who are interpreting those. That ,s

also one factor to consider.

End note on cloud

mail and stuff like that, I don t know, we ^ in-house you know. They don t
we get for actual banks. Banks also i 'e ^ .t Qn tjie c|oucj you really don’t
like to lose control of their information. ajSQ js not too sure. Even if the CIO says

know where it is hosted, an
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to go on the cloud, the CEO and the COO m' j,
they have of the data. So I don’t see i ' j 1 n0t rea"y want t0 Iet 8° of the control 
things like email there will be a move toward thed'"8 ^ on core businesses, non-core

oud.
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Appendix B

Name: Mr. Bonnie Fernando 

Designation: Director IT

Organization: Ceyiinco Insurance Corporation Limited

On business IT Alignment

ICT is represented at the highest level in the organization structure. As Director IT 
decision making is at board level. Board consists of 8 directors representing different 
functional units of the organization. Decisions are made collectively by the board. At 
Ceyiinco it s a little different. Marketing is the most powerful arm. Even in the board, half 
the members have a marketing background. Therefore marketing drives the entire 
organization. This makes IT very strategic. IT will deliver & fulfill these strategic 
requirements. Operationally how to deliver and implement is decided by IT.

Core Application (underweighting, Claims, Claim Settlement, Receipting, Credit 
Management, Commissions and the integrated General Ledger. And the Re-Insurance for 
high value businesses. Mobile Applications, Document Management Apps, HR, 
Attendance, Payroll, Fixed Asset working as independent modules without integration.

We have a process where the basic requirement is to use 3 quotations to evaluate any 

purchases.

If you lake our company, almost every user is an ICT user. So wilt, the gu,™ we have

5 new branches etc.notified. They may request to open
Some time ago we had a product regarding erop'nsuranc^Thatw^^ ^ of jt js a

don’t have any such business activities, w demand features they see in
tremendous pressure on ICT. Users are ver^|em as Security issues, Capacity Issues, 
everyday internet apps. For IT, it is a Pr0 tremendous pressure towards IT. Also 
Technology Issues, and Bandwidth Issues makes tre
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100 usere anT weTTth * S ^ 'terat‘Ve process' Say for instance we start a system with 

n° 1 w r n0W We have 125 USerS- Every day we add new features &
and Harc^ Disk ° performance §oes down & it becomes slow. So we upgrade RAM

Outsourcing

In our organization one way this is a mistake we done. We have been used to doing 
everything in-house. We have tried a little outsourcing but 99% is done in-house. 
Outsourcing is in the pipeline as we can’t retain top IT guys. So we have looked a few 
things we need to outsource to get outside expertise.

No Business critical data will be outsourced, as we will outsource the more not critical 
areas. Since we deal with SLAs in other non-outsourcing areas, we feel that we could 
monitor & enforce outsourcing SLAs.

We feel it (Outsourcing) will bring business benefits & that's why we have included it in 

the pipeline.

Current technology (Leapfrogging)

Up to a small (little) extern we are using mobile technology .but oaly for a ew 
applications. We still have not opened our system, we still have donbts about security and

we have less control with these units.

We use distributed databases, but we are 
we are in par with the technology, but we 

to absorb technology, because we 
computing we haven’t touched.

in the process of centralizing them. I cannot say 
are somewhat there. Always we are a little late 

the market gets stabilized. Even cloudwait till
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Technology adoption has al 
before adopting.

staff. We use^our^wn'server'^'an "Tb\"° °” °wn

hosted „ Samel. We „e ,ety h,ppy „ith ITal^Tf^T ^ "

ways yielded positive results as we wait till the market is stable

Vendor selection

Size of the vendor is very important. Bigger the vendor the more reliable it seems. We 
consider the number of years in existence for large purchases.

Certification, No. we have interviews with their staff to see their capabilities. We don’t 
rush into selecting a vendor, we drag the decision making process so that we can evaluate 
each vendors capabilities and if they are competent to do that task.

Our customers require 24 hour service and therefore our internal systems are 24 hours 
available. With a 24 hour operation, downtime is very critical. For these critical systems 
we have alternative plans that minimize downtime.

Privacy

We feel that the information we hold is very public information such as your vehicle 
number etc. We don’t allow any data to be taken out by service providers, and we do not 
allow remote access to these vendors. Users are not allowed to put pen drives. However 
marketing executives will have the list of customers they service etc. But it’s very difficult 
to control information held by staff.

The SLIB does not mention about data privacy. They 

solvency, if you are financially viable etc.

concerned with the stability.are

Daily full system backups arc taken. No regulatory requirements like in thebankinKector 

& the company makes its own decision on retention.

We
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Geographic

information available" rje,

Middle East counties. Data is primarily stored in the source country. Male & Mauritius 

we get own regular backups. Some of these countries have regulatory conditions to be
met on data storage, backup and related matters. IBSL, they are concerned only with the 
local operation.

The General Take on Cloud Computing

33:45:00 I haven’t really thought about cloud. In one way it’s a good idea, my confidence 
level on the cloud is that still I am not convinced. It may be that I am old that I am thinking 
that way. About Virtualization, of you have put about 10 virtual server on 1 big machine 
and if that machine fails 10 servers are going to be down. But when you have separate 
separate servers only 1 server will fail. So those are my concerns. In my case all systems 
are critical. For example payroll, I can survive for two days without the payroll. But if I 
have payroll and core applications on 1 physical machines with virtualized servers & that 
is going to fail, I will have an enormous consequences. Because of the criticalness of the 
systems, cloud & virtualization is done to a very limited level.

37:38:00 I wonder for the decision making if the seniority of the person also depends. The 
crowds thinking and our thinking through our experience and the difficulties that

same
younger
we faced us always this issue is there. I will tell you the reason, 1 also have the 
problem. The main reason is that he doesn't have the responsibility. Responsibility is the

key thing.
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Appendix B

Name: IN^r. Chandana Jayasooriya

Designation: Director IT 

Institute: AIA Insurance

So can you start with, what is your outlook on cloud computing; either private clouds or 
public clouds, or any of those..?

I think that first and fore most I think that the fear psycho, I guess, that what is around us 
usually as a management per team, is that parting with something valuable to us. That's 
the general impression you get, the moment we are talking about cloud.

What you have in a server, in your server room lock and key under all the physical 
security, that brings a comfort level to the management, it is within us. It is under our 
control. The moment you talk of shifting that, or something within that to the cloud, is 
that, we are letting it go. It can be private cloud; it can be any security measure, still you 
get that first impression. So, that is what firstly the management would think of. Am i 
parting with something valuable what I have got, and is it safe for me to do that. That is 
from very non technological manner from management point of view what somebody

would think.

Z;S HL - omi"

are used to it. The moment we say ^ ^ ^ ^ comfort level> it is something

in a data center of your own,

server

used to it. Probably haven’t been 
similar to that. Only difference 
although kept offsite, can function in a
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youi own infra, could be running there Which is 
protected. You believe like that. Bat, when it comes to 
may be a cloud environment it i 
what is belong to us is 
mind.

servers
owned by you, where by it is 

a shared infrastructure, necessarily, 
is mostly at fail. You may tend to think, how much that 

really, sort of safe guarded. So that thinking may come to your

Before we adopt any technology or a solution how do u 

It is something like this..
consider the business it alignment

^en you at look from directly from the business perspective, I 
don t know how much it adds value in any other areas, whether you have your own data 
center within your physical location or outside or even on cloud, or later on may be 
something totally what we don’t know today might evolve. It doesn’t directly impact in 
your business, unless otherwise, there are economies of scale justification brought in. It is 
cost effective for you to maintain it internally, or rather in-house, or is it cost effective 
keeping it outside? Then, Yes. Otherwise, No. Because why I say that is, internally when 
you have your own data center that has to be maintained 24*7 basis. So that is going to 
incur some cost, availability and all that. Then your own infrastructure, you have to invest 
on all that. But when it is kept offsite, somebody else has already invested, so it is going
to be more or less a OpEx model, where you get all that. But then again the additional 
component comes in, the connectivity. So the data links are not the cheapest in Sri Lanka 
still unfortunately. Therefore maybe that’s the cost, TCO, could be a sort of a very good 
measurement over there. But on the other side of it, when you look at it from the DR or
the business assumption, different terms are used of course, BCP, DR and so on. But, end 
of the day, your business continuity is concerned. I think that will play a huge role. 
Probably the decision making point could be there, the way I see is, if your data center is 
offsite, we will greater to a waiter extend the redundancy will be built in there that itself, 
plus, even if something happens to your business premises, that your data center is going 
to be safe. When it comes to DR per say, you are not going to depend on the other primary 
data center. There has to be a backup data center as well; the secondary. So that has to be 
according to the standards kept far away from the primary center and so on.so therefore,

if your business premises is in tapped if something happens to
your primary dal. center, if you have a proper BCP, then you, secondary l.h, center 

should he able to take car. of that. So,- the

then you are safe. Even

BCP area would be greatly entrust subject to 
reliability part. Robustness has been built into that piocess.

ns ion and things like that?How about looking at expa
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from the business point er view'bee" "Chnical P0'"'of vic” Net necessarily directly
much asi, is transjnrtent !“ * T’*™' “ ““ b™; As
is not necessarily, be a cloud You have th ^ ° perspectlve’but having said, it
your data center which k i' ,lhe v,rtual|zed environment, virtual servers within
facilitate that, but, server virMlL'ion Yes' that s'TtT 'o'? T ^ "CC'~“’",y

it comes to cloud,,ha, you usuaiiy g0 to ,
speetficattons and based on that, you him space. So tha, the investor on the cLd 

infiastructure would have invested more, so on demand, you might be able to expttnd what 
you have. And, I know for the fact that there are may be certain places, are offering on 
demand space on hard disks. Or on demand even processing capacity. So that is going to 
bring lot of advantages. Particularly I see in insurance. Because, initially I was into 
banking. So, I see that the banking and insurance, one of the operational differences is, 
that insurance, the last five days of the month is becoming very crucial for business. 
Because most of the business is done at last couple of days of the month.

So, you have that peak?

Peak is coming in last two days particularly. I would say last five days, to generalize it bit. 
So then, the infrastructure what you are going to acquire sufficient to handle the peak is 
going to be wasted the rest of the period.

And that you do fund when you plan to buy for the next two or three years?

Exactly, most of the time. Your infrastructure even the data links may not be utilized to 
that extent. Because, that business set of behavior is different. So, if this kind of on demand 
supply is available somewhere out there that would be quite handy, I m sure it s going to 
be more economical if we can adapt to something like that. Which directly can be 

facilitated by cloud computing

Then coming back to another topic that you mentioned you spoke about TCO?

Yeah, when you look at it non-core solutions like spam filtering and that kind of thing. 
Probably we have gone into cloud long time ago 1 would say. Because abvays have a 

perception to myself that you know, that we haven t yet
about it, that, spam filtering and so onLies into our mail servers 

That who gave us that kind of thug. everything and then only the
that directs to a cioud service, w ere ,U a£*£• ■ fh„ kind of. thing.
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that.

,ook zn «r- -• *■ -
office 365 and that kind of ,hings hl„ ^ *" ^ “

Have you looked at those options to evaluate?

Yes, we have but having said, we haven’t adapted that yet. Probably that we, one thing

computing is definitely one of them in the near future, that definitely we have been looking 
at it very seriously. In order to get this cost effectiveness, not only looking in isolation for 
Sri Lanka, but, international level.so, when you look at it that, they cannot scale; I’m sure 
would help us a lot. But sometimes certain things don’t work that way also. When it comes 
to the intei national systems, or the infrastructure, but we have to look at it. But as practice, 
most of our projects, I guess is based on TCO. We are very mindful of that. Even if there 
is a server upgrade that we look at it, sometimes we tend to upgrade servers by looking at 
TCO. Because, some of the servers after warranty, the annual maintenance is going to be 
much higher percentage. So, when we buy a new server, sometimes, next five years’ TCO, 
you know, justifies that, we should not continue with the old server, but to change it to the 
new. That kind of things, those are simple examples I have for me to give you. So even 
the e-mail and the Microsoft or you know, any other office packages you look at it. Those 
things would I think be influenced; the decisions could be influenced greatly by using 
tools like TCO and certain models like that.

You also mentioned about virtualization sir?

One thing I fully agree with that, why I say that is, we have already done it to a greater 
extent. If I’m not mistaken, I guess, 95% of all servers been virtualized by

Are you comfortable putting your core solutions on a virtualized server?

Yes

It is for optimize or., 

no, for both. Basically 

And you all are happy with what you achieved

Yes, it's time tested and w*®*®*^^c™tter”«iTiTa'lso easy to adapt. So that

way^e Imvebeen'happyJ3u* next step of that, we are loolcing at now is as 1 mentioned

now.
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once. We may try off with email andthaTk^ ?-PUt eVen °Ur COre aPPlication yet 
ad.pt And risk iLso ,1“^'l“~ “ ” «" f” - *>

Coming to another area we believe that, this innovativeness
of organizations.

I think you got to be innovative in whatever your business you are in to be successful. I’m 
a firm believer in that. It is
services basically

not necessarily insurance and banking. But, these financial 
are very conventional. Very dependable in terms of that people looking 

up to fairly robust, secure kind of a service process. When you are talking of banking 

institution, or insurance company or something like that, in comparison to even a finance 
company. So they look at a bank or insurance company differently. Because, 1 think you 
started off saying about regulators. Because these two entities particularly banks as well 
as the insurance companies are being heavily regulated. So the regulators are quite active. 
I would say it is not merely having a regulator. So, that gives a comfort level to the 
customer. Because we are dealing with public money. That their money is safe. And we 
do the right thing right way that kind of thing. So, when it comes to using this innovations 
for business, I would say from insurance side, we have come a long way. We have become 
like trend setters also. Not only ALA, there are one or two companies who have been in 
the forefront in this innovations. So AIA is definitely one of them. We are among them
definitely in the forefront. For example I’ll tell you the latest is using the tab. The Apple 
tabs. iPads, that, we are the only one I guess so far and the first to introduce system called 
iPos. What it does is that, if I’m the agent and you are a potential customer, I can come up 
to you only with the iPad. I may not have to necessarily bring all the forms and the booklets 
and various things. I can show you our insurance products and discuss with you, and then 
and there, I can generate a quotation for you. So you will know exactly what sort of 
products we are talking about; how much that it fulfills your needs. And how much that 
you got to pay, the benefits out of it, you know, you would arrive at the end of terms and 
so on. And not only that, if you are interested; if you are convinced by the end you can 
fill up the proposal form then and there. Then again the agent doesn’t have to go back and
bring you printouts and forms and agent filling forms .nay not be

don’t have to go like that. If you are ready, if a customer and the agent bc^h are 
, i . j th_rp voll can complete the transaction. So you not only filling

ready at that time then and^°"e Screen So it is not the digital signature though, it is 
up the form, you can even sign on the • jng Qn the paper> you sign on the
your actually manual signature you g ^ ^ ^ ^ proposal form your
screen. And then, you simply P‘GS insurance policieS issuance department. So if
application form is at the back offi ]ow of whatever, then your policy can
you are not subject to medical insurance, n

way, you
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phlgraphofthaUnX,^ Z" ’ *» s"* “" -« «

you submit along with your annlicatio ^ l° attach ft and that couId be at Place and 
the agent to say that you are done Y ‘ SMS “ generated automatically *o
whether can accent a’ch™ Y°U Ca" make the payment usin8 a credit card or
^tenTJZTtUr « ” 7 §° * °f tHe ^ °f 3 SUpermarket or "here
and even pay So if that is done, then and there policies issued, and you will be sent SMS
0 con inning that your policy has been accepted and you will receive the policy document 
y mai . nd agent will be notified, you have paid the premium, policy has been accepted

and issued. And agent’s commission on this particular thing is so much has been credited 
to his account. Not his Bank account, but his account which will be accumulated till the 
month end or 15lh of the month or whatever, which will go to the bank. So to that level, 
we have used technology. SMS is a different technology; iPad is another technology; 3G 
or you know, this internet is a complete different technology; but we use all those things 
together integrated and have been able to innovative to have a point of sale, complete 
solution to the convenience of not only the customer, even to our agent. So that kind of 
innovation, I’m sure others will follow it in Sri Lanka, some other countries, probably 
people are already doing it that way. May be even in Sri Lanka already, may be not to this 
extent, but partly, those are been done. For sample like quotation insurance are done. Even 
using android tabs or Apple tabs or something like that. So, that way it’s been innovated. 
Not for the sake innovating, but that brings the process advantage, higher productivity, 
motivation, convenience, cost effectiveness all that gamut of benefits. So we definitely 

believe in that (innovation).

So, does innovation also make the organization think of cloud?

Sorry, I didn’t finish that I guess.. Yes, when since the agents are all over, so it makes 
better sense using cloud, when it comes to hosting our backend server in the cloud. Rather 
than they coming through different points and creating certain bottle necks to reach the 
server, which is hosted in our data center located in-house. So, if it is in the cloud and 
also depends on the volumes; the tmsactlon volumes if it ineteases sub»Hytern

SorcTs:"
1 gave you, cloud would definitely complement.

Another area we like to

Cloud and outsourcing, well, yes, 
different concepts, but having said that can comp

look at is people tend to outsource activities today.

those are the two different segments l would say or two 
lenient each other. Outsourcing yes, we
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Having said, we have outsourced basiSf' l° °UtS0Urce or t0 mana§e in-house,
you know, that kind of areas we h ^ °Ur 6 P ^ Whe" y0U Set up a shooting and 
mean, outsourced, but we have hkJdlTT^] °f C°UrSe We have not necessarily I 
is not proper J^^^^^**™*™^*™** 

outsiders to come and for certain 
development to that matter.

Have you outsourced any IT solutions or processors?

Yes, we do, now for an example, email. Already we have outsourced. Actually not only 
Sri Lanka, even our entire group level it has been out sourced. So, the nondisclosure 
agreements and service level agreements and all gamut of legal, sort of you know, 
coverage has been obtained. So that, we are happy with. Now what we are thinking of is, 
that’s why I mentioned earlier, we might think of cloud, initially to start off with may be 
email and you know, that kind of a thing when you look at from the business systems are 
concerned. That makes more sense. And easy for us to migrate it what has been 
outsourced. So the outsource partners may be maintaining all the server farms and so on. 
So that becoming a cloud farm which would make much more sense. And also then, where 
the physical location is going to be immaterial. So it can be located anywhere. Now, 
currently it might be located in Malaysia or Hong Kong or certain geographical location. 
But, if it is in the cloud, then, we are not talking that way. So, where it is not going to be 
matters a lot. Unless otherwise from the legal perspective data protection and you know, 
certain that area is concerned depends on the country that your local law, how it implies; 
how it affecting, needs to be cleared. But, other than that it is going to be a cloud. Then 
who is providing the cloud solutions and what sort of tools and the technologies 

only what matters.

How about monitoring the values the service that we

is not done by our in-house people. So we contract
specific tasks to be completed. Even software

we use

use.....?

Tha, has not caused much problems, because, I have found that.muche»s«y» 

managing, you mom,or
wrong with the in-house functions. Becaus , . ~gr^h»,isabadhabhofu,B^^;^-:=~

ZZZ3ZSZZZ * * *— if - *-•' “rain
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contracted th^youTreve6’'6"'386 °r S°me depends 0n how we have

very concern about establishing the g°In®t0 have an lmpact on that- So people are 
itself has ,o be vMITT “ ?’ “P80"'- **

reahzed that, people take that very positive constructively.so, as a result, is giv n h 

impression to even people to comment. Or the service recipients also to fee. free to sort of 
express what they actually feel. Because, Sometimes otherwise culturally that we find, 
you know it is difficult to say wrong about somebody. But, here we have become very 
open about it and clear about that. So all those things have become possible, because, it is 
more or less in a cloud environment. Not necessarily it has to be cloud. But it is centrally 
located, it can be even offsite, overseas, it is linked the servers and although the 
infrastructure is virtualized basically. So therefore those things of course application 
driven. It can be monitored very easily. I have found first last so many years that is been 
working very well for us. Sometimes when you look at it, we felt initially, that is more 
expensive for us. But the tool like TCO, that kind of a modeling convinced us. It is not
actually expensive. Because there are so many other services time and effort that we incur 
in order to get that entire service done. But, now the whole thing is done by somebody 
else. So, in isolation we can’t say per email account so much we are paying or per server 
how much or something like that. We have to take the whole thing into account, how many 
head count is attached to that; opportunity cost in that, so, when you factor all those things 
in outsourcing that kind of services, we have started realizing it is much more economical
to us.

Anything on the vendor?

Yeah, one thing what you have to see is, that the vendor strength. Solution provider’s 
reputation. The vendor selection process that has to be care full of that

Would you look for this in a cloud service?

because Its important end of the day you expect somebody else to perform your 
your task. So, therefore you should know who they are. Even 

that the reference sites, so all those things matters I

YES,
responsibility; I mean 
looking at their statistics and may be 
think before you making up your mind. In my case, yes.

Would you like to see their financial statements?
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probably that is our groupstandard^ Vendo' ^ S°IUt'°n; f°F eve|5*“§- We d° have 

every vendor whom we deal with hat t re§lslraMon Process ts there. So. where by the ■ very strettge „,j„st £££ *« * «** P-ss: I,

of people up to very basic level Rut th* 0rm? "e rec*uest these residential
those details. So, if that is not there DrateM** Pr°flle’the" ** COmpany flnanciaIs-a11
mean necessarily that 1 T ,Pr°bably that we P^fer not to work with. It doesn't 
mean necessartiy that we cannot work with, provided there is a choice: we prefer to work
with that type of companies. Because some time we don’t want to depend solely on one
individual and that kind of thing, that way. Why I say that evaluation process is' critical.
where you look for the good references. Plus, how much they say, their company is good
and audited accounts and all that if they maintain a track record of delivering the servL„
Service recipients are the real sort of witness people. So, if we can talk to them and ask.
that s what we usually do, when it comes to bigger projects, the recipients
contacted directly by us, and sometimes even we may site visits for that matter depending
on the project not necessarily for cloud. Then we get to know, how this company’s sendee
delivery has been for the last couple of years so and so. So nobody is perfect.

Isn’t ethics of the vendor important?

Because obviously in insurance ethics is a very big deal; we have to deal with customer 
data, even a mail sometimes can be business particular. So, I guess it is very qualitative, 
it is subjective. But it is an important factor very much. We have certain compliance you 
know, the requirements also. That we have to comply with certain corporate ethics. And 
then again the vendors whom we are dealing with; whether they have certain standards 
maintain within that themselves. Whether they are compliant to certain standards those 
things we look at. At the same time when we look at their reputation we tend to belie\e if 
it is a company Sri Lankan company; yes. We at least will be able to find out easily. But 
if it is an international company, finding out that way might be little difficult. So. 
times is reference checking helps us a lot. So, it is end of the day, that the whole world if 
you look at, that you will be able to find out what are the things if you are interested m. 
Because at least that the second or the third decree level, that you
is known to someone. BecauseJHs ^ facTSlaZ some of the companies are

having a very good reputation on the ethical ^^ ^dor evaluation 

probably we feel easy to work; com or ^ ^ positjvely with those companies, 
process, probably, we tend to soil ’ earn that kind of reputation also; it takes
than any other. So it is not easy for a comp j maintain that. Because
some time. But the people who have earned toUg. ^ ^ boils ^ the

sustaining that is also not easy. But ni a

is a

are been

some

reputation of the company. We
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individuals. The leader of that organization ha 
comes to cloud type of environment that is

What about the regulators view on privacy?

Regulator is very specific on those lines I ......
VC? Pf“'ar al;h0“ “T” “»•«' W d..a relating to lisZrl^ty« ^ 

particular. Then they look a, ,he security of IT „ syslem whofci J
safe keeping all that. Then they are worried about availability. That is basically the results 
recovery, business continuity, those things, so those three lines that they are very particular 
about. So, they have provided us guidelines. When it comes to regulator it is not only the 
IBS insurance both can be even the group level. We are being highly regulated that way, 
for example like we cannot even send customer data for testing purposes to the vendor. 
We have to basically not only encrypt that; we have to basically anonymize those data. 
Not a customer name should appear there that kind of a thing. So that kind of a thing, you 
know, put in. Then even our laptop computers and all that even if somebody steels it. That 
you can’t do anything with it. Because you can’t access it, as it is fully encrypted the entire 
hard disks. Even old computers are being sort of destroyed or disposed. Before disposing 
it all the hard disks are been put under magnetic media and wipe out all data in 
unrecoverable manner.

S to play a role. But, then again when it 
very difficult; but subjective.

Data loss prevention also an area that is very particular. I believe even banking yes. Now 
the bank supervision department is very particular about those things. Outsourcing also, 
when it comes to whether the nondisclosure agreements are in place; All the legal you 
know the coverage, framework whether that is in place, even the outsourced partner is 
having the DR and that kind of things. All those things there now actually one of these 
steps of course, last few months I guess that the insurance board is conducting audit with 
all insurance company. They might come in to us as well. So they check all those: things. 
Even the systems ,0 system, how i, is integmted. They go into to that le.ek whem the d»« 
is hosted, tinder what seenrity; all tee things .re being cheeked very closely b, these

guys.

Even on non-core systems?
, , .King at for the core system. But they look at the

Not to the extent what they are 8 kll0w, that kind of thing,
infrastructure security, in that area, yes. jhen |ook at. Now even HR
infrastructure per say, information “cunty rol,’ where are they; who and who have 

systems and where you do they locate . nrocesses all those things, these guys
go, access, then again Iha. .he « .Eppor. systems,

are looking at, not necessarily a core sy
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Regulator directive on cloud computing

not used in by the financial sector to get I guess.' Ve" ^ bm

How about putting core and non-core systems on cloud technology? 

I think even for core this time. B
an, way we are talking about. So more^d
more that security comes in to play. So where by you have to balance it. Even the core 
systems I would say. Your DR is properly set up and you think of cloud. In that proper 
robust framework if you have got it. I don’t see any reason why it is not safe. It is same as 
you are having a server room in the next building, and you have a sort of connectivity via 
a public network. So if it is not a VPN, then you are subject to this exposure. So you have 
to protect it. Even a simple internet link. So what happens is when it comes to data 
security, or the information security, so what I feel is high time now that we looked at 
cloud. But the only thing that the solution provider has to be a good provider whom 
can rely on. That robustness or that the dependability is something mandatory, so that is 
something has to be looked at. Why I simply say that is, that will bring lot of advantages. 
Now, if your e-mail system is in the cloud, most of your information is out there in the 
cloud that means. Because you communicate via email. Email carries all the sensitive 
information which resides in your core systems. So, by protecting only the core system 
and then allowing email to be in the cloud, you are not protecting anything. So, the same 
concern you have to have. You have to have your DR setup as I said in tap, simple virus 
attack, would wipe out not only your primary server even your DR server. Because, you 

online, real time replicating your data. So, then you might do that. So, if you aren’t 
mindful of protecting your infrastructure, you are vulnerable anyway..

we

are

What are your views on the country’s network infrastructure?

llL _ to the level where it should be. In Sri Lanka, what we
^„ ......... . „ „ .t» much higher level than <*« » * "H IT

throughput, the availability of band width and even the competrhou.

Because then that competitionwouldlbnngjot Because it is still vety
day. But, the cost wise, also I feel, y >

I look at from the region,

I would say that it hasn’t come 

expect is for this to be

other Asian countries, the quality of

all that infra; and the quality of infra is v y
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in Singapore, I consider Si

some times, any other country even Malaysia Sri T f be ^ ThaiIand
links are much more stable than you know ^ e 'S mUCh better'Sri Lanka internet 
affordable. And quality can be further improved0"16 ° t^°S? COUntnes’ But jt has t0 be 
you look at Sri Lanka is so small like Singapore^ * beCaUSe the ge°graphy’when

we have even the current vendors like, Mobitel, Etisala. and Diatog only 2 fc° 

the tune being the UFA link. Well, those tee guys e*t play a ,e,y effective role, having 
three good players is creating a right environment in a place like Colombo in a sort of

good enough; but, probably that, it has to be created. And 
government or somebody has to influence that healthy competition. And then that the 
affordability will be improved. Then what happens is that everybody wants to out beat for 
some extent theie will be price war; but everybody will have to not nearly cut down the 
price. But to piovide a quality service. And also then there will be other services would 
increase; the usage will increased automatically. Then it becomes a volume game for the 
providers. They will achieve much more.

Would a cloud data center in Sri Lanka be a positive influence?

country like Sri Lanka. That is

Definitely. Now you can see enough call centers are based here in Sri Lanka. British 
telecom call center is in Sri Lanka so much. HSBC call center is there in Sri Lanka as
well. And so many other call centers are placed here. And even so many other 
multinational companies like our own company; like Sri Lankan companies like Virtusa 
is having offsite. You know there are certain offices; all are linked at the moment. Placing 
a cloud infra, even managed by a local company even in the local premises; going to make 
big difference the way I see. Because there is demand at the moment we have to go 
overseas, because, it is available there; no option here. And in overseas cheaper than 
so, why not in Sri Lanka? So, why not in India, so, whoever, it is not necessmffsh havet to 
have in Sri Lanka itself, but what I see is why not, and someltmes when yoa look at the

inteetpointstewhy^t^te^^^^

on I5^ And you will ««■ - *»*■
the destination. So the

investment and lot of infrastructural facilities. 

What’s your perspective on the legal system.
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I would say our legal framework is not «

laws has been already passed and they are in „i« Protectlon act and there are different 
tested as well. So therefore we are fairly ahead V S°me °f the are3S has been a'"*dy 
that, if I’m a foreign investor, to look at Sri I *2 Some other countries. But having said 
probably, I might not be very satisfied Because thkh! T ^ °f legal SeCurity’ 
But, I think, lot of things are in the pine line Th f 'mprove fiirther 1 would say- 
of priority, may be this is not the highest But I ay ttav* 1 h°Pe’ 35 3 m3tter
a harbor, you building airport, roadway hi™ " ““ mfrastructure building 

,0 have them. Without that, if, like a cirickep ,„d eg“ £
W,*fht°Ut ,ht T "M 8M “» °te’ «* ta to happen. I „Ly believe hi 

matter of tune. Another couple of years’ time tha, leg„ fram.wo* also would be
strengthen, because there will be demand for that customers who want it. And because of
that demand, lot of things have happened in this country. So the more and more that we
open ourselves up we become international. Those things are inactably, sort of coming in.
So, I would like to see that where we can benchmark ourselves against some countries.

Does the Sri Lankan law capable of handling cloud computing contracts?

But I feel necessarily you have to have in Sri Lankan law, as long as it is covered by a 
legal framework. Now in our case, some of the things are not governed by Sri Lankan law. 
It doesn’t have to be so. We have to deal with some of the international partners may be
governed by the law of Singapore or Hong Kong or UK something like that can happen. 
It happens all the time. We prefer in Sri Lanka jurisdiction, you know, otherwise it is 
complicated. Sometimes legal cost might be much higher than the solution. Due to that 
reason, but, then again reputational risks and those things are also considered. But what I 
seem to say is, we don’t have to wait, until the legal framework is fulfilled in order to do 
that. We will be able to find ways and means of doing what we want to do in a risk;

will have that risks as well. But we can minimize this risk, 
framework. In some countries, so we can tap with

from different

everything has a risk, so we 
Because in the world that there is a 
cloud services if it is supported by another countries 01 partners
countries. We can do that. Somebody else’s strength.

are

covered bp. when IW “f
But I guess you, more or less you ,clirflnre
you are harping on is the financial sector ban mg an » m0ney. Unlike any
looked at is where the importance is that we are dealing P
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So“plLbnalriikl‘“"T' g'°'ral P“bliC’ A$ftirly “Mens, 

.ha., dilution

hey me re at.vely new. Not time tested as such. Do a proper risk evaluation, risk analysis, 
f you analyze risks what you are getting into; you identify the risks early upfront But, 

you are in a better position than anyone else. Because you know, where you are getting 
into; what you are getting into before you get into that. So knowing where you are going” 
It Is definitely going to give you much more advantage of any fields than somebody else; 
going in the same way unknowing the risk and mitigating all those. So the risk 
identification, and mitigating actions is paramount important.
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Appendix B

Name: Mr. Conrad Dias

Designation: CIO

Institute: LOLC Finance & LOLC Insurance

What is your general take on cloud computing? And how has it impacted on LOLC, 
specifically to the BFI sector related businesses.

If you really look at it from a cloud perspective, I think that is there to stay in the industry 
and I think most of the organizations will benefit from it whether the size of the 
organization is small or large. From the context of LOLC, if you really look at it, LOLC 
group is a, today if you look at it from the 2007 onwards we have transformed into to a 
conglomerate. We are more or less a conglomerate rather than a purely a financial 
services sector company. So, from a conglomerate perspective, we are adopting cloud in 
a big way. Because our diversified business needs cannot be catered only through an 
internal data center.

If you look at our journey- LOLC group's journey, how we have gone in to the cloud 
infrastructure, we started our journey in early 2009, where that we did a consolidation 
of our entire IT, and because we were on an acquisitions spree in terms of we acquired 
so many organizations in different sectors. Because, in 2007, if you look at it, we were 
only a financial services company. But if you look at 2009, we acquired more financial 
services organizations we set up too. Now if you look at it from 2 09 to today w 
from sectors like, agriculture, to leisure, as well as, insurance and' ™13 ^ “ * f 

has strengthen to a greater extent to sub brokering,
activities which starts in a financial services sector So our orgamzat ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
So, in our journey, we started the cloud,w 1 cha||enge was that, and we started 
it is consolidation and virtualization. So ou gg . 2009 We were the first
with a consolidation framework on a virtua P 3 'here jf you |00k at it today, if you 
in the country to do that on X86 pla orm. ^ architecture by having a
look at last year, we went in to the Jour^are defj'ed data centers are the prime ware 

software defined data center, m su defined data center where memory to
of cloud I would say. So we embark on a softie «, by software. So
storage all virtualized in a single platform, driven oy
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the networking itself, the security, entire layers 
software defined datainfrastructure. Because^™^ T “ ~ ^ £

So, some industries, if you really look at it having just a server and probably a little bit of 
a sma er application wou d do. Bu, some industries much heavier on tachnol " u ge 
I erefore cloud was a right fit for a conglomerate from ,h„ perspective and i.“ , rtght 
fit in terms of a growing conglomerate also. So that is our private cloud infrastruct 
what we said. What we have adopted.

more than one

ure

So this is beyond virtualization? A real cloud infrastructure?

Yes, when we say it is a cloud infrastructure, we have I mean if you look at it prior to 
2012, if we look at our data center, there was one data center and a Disaster Recovery 
center. So, two data centers, one is called a data center, the other one was called a DR 
site. But that also transformed with a cloud architecture to a data center one and data 
center two concept which is again a cloud level architecture, where that we went in to 
an active-active data center. Where some of the work loads are handled through the 
data center two, some of the other work loads are handled through the data center one 
and each other is acting as a DR form both sides. So that way, again we adopted cloud, 
slightly in a different way. If you look at it. So from there we went in to, if you look at 
today, we are transforming our self to a hybrid cloud environment.

Can you elaborate a little more please?

Ok, we have put certain steps in hybrid cloud environment. You might ask why you need 
a hybrid cloud or a, that is stepping stone to a public cloud environment. I don t think 
from an organizational perspective whether we should use public cloud but still we use 
in a different way that, what is available in a public cloud. For example, if youi'ookat: t
tools like drop box, which is running on the public cloud infras.rurture »hmh s used by
some of our partners and some of our business colleagues. So *e « «
So some burtness clients, for example in our leisure sartor 'use d opb.» «

certain 
sector in elsewhere in

If you look a, .be other sectors, why -
integrating a cloud in terms of to a pu ic our requjrement on certain peak
we have certain work towards whic are n moment is sometimes it is bit of
hours, or peak times. So investing for those at t g ^ ^ peak |oads. So with the 

a question mark whether we real y Very much greater extent. But still
virtualization, we have managed g
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S,C,Z'SS S'SS’STJf whether we ce „s, the p.bjic clood

justification of that matters a to i t, °'al Cost °f 0wnershl>> TO 

public cloud. Then the other thin, h teml>»ra'T P«iods, we might be able to 
the workloads like he“ ,“‘ST™ " **»« cloud now is, some o,
time, group of company that any glveTbme^ter^^be one o^Tiinplementationor

some system or modification or a system change or is happening within the ™ So l 
term of m,nag,„g that workload and giving some resource from , d»„ center °'r 
private cloud could be temporarily but it could be sometimes non value justifying. So 
there we really look at a hybrid cloud infrastructure. So that is ou, cloud journey if you 
look at LOLC group if you look at it. So we are now in the stages of integrating in to a 
hybrid cloud.

Even when you consider the finance sector operations?

Of course, if you look at it from a finance sector perspective if you look at, we have more 
than two registered finance companies which is under the central bank purview, as well 
as from a group perspective we have two other financial services companies which are 
governed by the leasing act. And that is Lanka Oryx Micro Credit. A micro financing 
company as well as Lanka Oryx Factors, which is a factoring company. So, if you look at 
all these companies7 databases and everything, is in a one single cloud on our private 
cloud environment.

So I don't think, as long as we can show the demarcation from a cloud architecture that 
is we have adopted we are using virtualization through VMWare which is one of the best 
I would say, in terms of the cloud infrastructure as well as virtualization. Why I say that 
is the best is not because that we have adopted it. Why I say it is the best is basically met 
up to our standards and challenges what we had as an organization. One is the 
availability Disaster Recovery and the other is the security and segregation of in terms o 
as an organization to organization. So that gave us the opportunity to look at '"the angle 
of what the regulators will look at. So we have adopted that so, financial services 
for a private cloud infrastructure, I would say it is very-much-open But

able to have their own private clou . ' have virtualized the servers and you
requirement is so huge. So, you can say - ^ doud jnfrastructure. So the cloud 
have a private cloud. But it is no re ter and managing all compute modes
infrastructure is having a software defined data center an

and the
use
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so Tr-u ^,0,,
their own private cloud Fromafinanr i ec or organization, it is not justifiable to have
of smaller financial services sector comoaXsTf!PerSpective'1 think there are lot 
or2fourtofi«,a^—

the key chlllTntes ^ d°ing finandal Services' And 1 think of
hL hl/P hn « 6Ven the micr0 financin§ companies the key challenges

they have how can I afford a state of the asked technology.

So the cloud and the products revolving around the clouds, Software as a Service
Platform as a Service, all these things is giving, paving the way to these financial. __ __
sector companies or even other sectors in that sense to afford a much more reliable, 
much more efficient architectures to a smaller organization.

services

So I think from a regulator perspective, they should look at it in that angle. Sometimes 
they might not, they might say it is in a cloud, you don't know where it is. But there are 
different ways and means of working around it I would say. So I think that is something 
that the financial services sector companies should look at. On the other hand if you look 
at the Software as a Service, which is enabled through a private cloud. We as a, I'm sure 
that you know that I represent LOLC technologies as a CEO of LOLC technologies and we 
do have a product to which is catered to the banking and financial services sector called 
"Fusion" a financial services application. Full range of products which gives any financial 
services companies to do savings, lending, banking all most all things what LOLC does. So 
we have, if you have the clients outside and one of the clients I would rather say, one of 
the clients that we are serving there on a cloud. And there on a Software as a Service 
infrastructure with us. So, I think, I really value the CEO's mind set of adopting that. And 
that I would say rather a futuristic company which really really has taken the steps of 
going in to a cloud environment. Especially with the infrastructure by a different 
company. Infrastructure as well as a Software as a Service from a different company. And 
they only own the data. So, as I mentioned the cloud is something which is much more 
useful for the smaller and medium scale companies as well as there is a big larger 
companies as a big scale in terms of the clouds from having a probably a private cloud 

infrastructure. Specially like conglomerates.

I think one of the misconceptions or something that which we ^"V really have is^in

we try to do it m value requirement it sometimes which they
■TJ*"*5”wantto justify the»a,eand the,tty .0
take
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SSSSSSf2-at all the products available we didn't an nni >u me-And,of course we looked 
have adopted VMware we didn't go only with VM ' Pr0ClUCt'Just because tha* we
We looked at engineered machines to XerypossibHity we'looked at. And'ther^the cost 

was one of the factors that we looked at. Be, when ,o„ took the Justification, « ooked 
at ho w much the consolidation will el»e „s in terms of »al„e. Or if we don't ^„so”dat, 
and have ,n a traditional way of having silos of operations of ITin each and ever, business 
unit or every organization.

a greater extent

If you look at the cost benefit that we have got from it now if you look at, year on year 
we would have saved more than, I don't want to mention the figures, but I will say the 
percentages. 55% of annual maintenance cost or an annual cost has been saved from a 
staff to manger, entire group I think with few number of staff. So the staff cost to 
electricity and power, cooling, saving as well as the lock space saving by adopting a cloud 
and virtual zing the environment all that is about 55% year on year.

And of course the capital expenditure savings, if you look at it running a traditional 
environment of silos of operations and having separate servers for each and every one. 
We have saved about for the three year period looked at because, we thought every 
three years we might have to replace. So three year period is about 66% or 67% roughly. 
So that is a huge saving which the organization has got looking at from a traditional angle.

Even if you consider only the BFI sector involvement?

I would say yes. If you look at the LOLC group itself, 70% of our business lines still on the 
financial services. So 70% of our business comes on financial services. We are a 
conglomerate, but, financial services heavy conglomerate.

Yes, if you look at the other conglomerate probably they might have different duties. 
If you look at even our diversification and the revenue if you put it °aPechra J

70% still comes stil, from
business that we have invested, because
end.

Has the private cloud brought business value?

I would say yes, in short. Definitely in tel™s ^ 'J? it"from a just a cost
Ownership. The Total Cost of Ownership V * d. Because it is t0o steep in 
perspective, I don't think anyone will go for a pnva
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adopting through^ dduS'opS' b°U^ ^ ^ * V°U are

you really look at it from an individual Dersneri^' *?“* ,ndustrV easVtool<' mean if 

,, w,ll be very expense. So you need ,o know who, ,o„ w,„, from , cloud s“ZT,
,h:n ,T 7 " S “ d° iittle b" °f r“ea'ch a"d «*% because”7.u

look at the doud operators what it does, sometimes you mi|ht feel that cloud Is not 
cheap. I m not saying that cloud is cheap. But the benefits that you are going to get, for 
example, if you look at in terms of LOLC group, I would say that, by adapting a private 
cloud infrastructure and making data center one, data center two a concept from a 
traditional passive to active, active -active environment. The gain that we have got is 
all financial services companies have a DR side automatically. So similarly, if you look up 
for a cloud infrastructure will provider which gives 99.99 availability with back 
disaster recovery or. If true cloud will definitely have that feature built in. we don't need 
to worry about backup. Because they will give high availability, as well as 99.99 and there 
is no data loss. Because it is in the cloud. That benefit I don't think an organization can

our

up or

get it. So if you look at from a cost perspective, always you will think even a merchant 
cloud or a public cloud is a huge investment. But if you look at the value perspective you 
need to look at all these value generations. I will be compliant with our security, as an 
organization, even a finance, I'll be compliant with our security, I will be compliant with 
the disaster recovery I will be compliant. All these compliant activities which typically a 
central bank or a bank governing body will look at, you can put a tick nicely. So that you 
can't get it if you have a physical environment you need to have a disaster recovery and 
I'm sure you have been in IT as well for a long period of time. So the disaster recovery is 
a nightmare. I mean even in my earlier years I can remember we used to do disaster 
recovery drills. Yes, we know that it is much more successful. That: time: in a different 
way. But today it is much more successful than those days. And the drill is anyway a 
nightmare. Sometimes »ou don't know whether the backup'.ape w en you o. , 
whether it will load properly, whether there will be an issue,'“ s” 

DR so that only a backup so that backup W- ° v?“ lCtua| disaster you don't know 
nightmare even if you look at a Disaster „ h not faced that much
how you will face it. Because, luckily, most of the ha* “
of disasters in this country, even though that we had a thirty years war

Wha, do you think of the innovativeness o, the organ,ration and the adoption of

Very good question. I will answer it in this “a^”"a“P|,a" ,y'„k ,o a greater extent. 

Whether the cloud will helpthe'nn0V.ant'1CT as a business, or, when I say ICT as a
bushtess^not as^btudness satesjtusbmss p^rtJCT for your business. Your business runs
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on IT. Your business depends on IT In th t v
your business objective is to use technology aTmnJh bu5lnes5 ,ine if Y°u are adopting or

tree using a technology. What you can rinni ^ ,mUCh °f adoption' You ca"'t plant a 
lots of. And you can't trim a tee or nlurk a /* y ana ysis and certain things. So there are 
but it is not evolved to that level RoiotL a H °n ^ IT USing'1 mean you 

Bu, i,,ou look a,those *- «*«•
cloud will, whether there will be"“l J SI.*'““.■tet'doptloh of a

something. But If you look at die industries or the o^anitationTespeciailylike'ln'tems 

of our group also, LOLC group, Ves, there is a big advantage, why I sa, a big advance 
that s where that we are looking at public cloud infrastructure specially when we have 
something you to turn out or tested do testing in an environment or do a role out in an 
environment, we always look at, do I have enough space, do I have servers, how can I 
provision it, how long will it take?. But this infrastructure having as a service which is 
enabled through I accept just a click of a button, say yes all read and accept and click and 
next day morning you get the provision server for yourself to use. I think, of course there 
is a cost to it. But as long as you can value your innovation in terms of or innovation is 
always, R&D is always there is a cost. If it comes through a certain lines of approval I think 
this will help to deploy things and test without things much faster than in a traditional 
environment.

What do you think of outsourcing and is there any parallel to cloud computing?

Ok, of course, my belief, I don't want to comment on a general thing, but I comment on 
my belief and my thinking in this area. So outsourcing I think, we might have to rethink 
our out sourcing strategy now. Especially with a cloud architectures coming in. when I 
say rethink, we need to really really look at what are we going to outsource. If you look 
at from a traditional perspective in an outsourcing environment, that the people used to 
outsource lot of things to, there was a trend towards outsourcing. Like, accounting to 
everything that they wanted to outsource. So, without analyzing whaLexactiy or what is 

core, what is required for you to keep. So, in terms o outsourcing, ’
information is one of the critical things in an organization to
only my belief. I think even the Gartner's have to menhon^ ^
which will change the business arena, is information or data h y is a
you start outsourcing, that part of it in an organization, I don know

right strategy.

So, cloud will enable you 
access to that data. You outsourcing your process

i. Or cloud will enable you to have
, I think to a greater extent you canto have that data within you
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If you look at credit card if you look at it yes thereTs",?'" T™ ^ °f information-

outsourced party to collect It and do whatever you wan, kind of a thlr* «\ a £ "

issue. Because that is the big data you are talking about today.

think it is a

fan -what is preventing organizations using that in internationally I don't think Sri 
Lankan laws have that kind of a thing, but internationally privacy policy and all that is. 
But if you look at credit card, it is a huge data base. What have you purchased, what are 
the purchases that you do, if you look at it. I don't know, I’m thinking on the lines of you 
know, we are not in to credit cards, but if a bank, ne of key challenges that from a 
personal perspective what I have. Even if you buy a TV or a computer or whatever, a fan 
or a simple thing. Your guarantee card is there, but your guarantee information where 
do you keep it? You keep it in a file. But if you can take that information from your credit 
card. Because credit card when I have to pay out from accredit card. Internationally there

I m

is lot of information. But if you can provide the customer, value added services, yes, we 
will maintain all your data base of guarantees. And we will send you a note on when the 
guarantee expires and the information. Because that is an information. So, there are lots 
of things that you can do. So that's why I said outsourcing a little bit not that you want 
to do everything, but don't mind outsourcing from a non.. Again I will phrase it this way. 
Outsourcing non value adding activities is ok. And lot of work involved. So, we have 
outsourcing in LOLC Technologies. We have outsourced our entire help desk. But we 
manage it. We outsource the resources, we manage it. We have the insight of whether 
this brand of computers is having problems, whether these brands of hard disks have 
any problem, we have the insights. Or whether this supplier is not attending to an issue^

Tde delay ,e S. „ no. r
omebody manages it, but we have the insights of that.that who will negotiate 

headache of managing it. So s

What are the regulators view on outsourcing?

I think, I mean, we work with lot of regulators j'^rtialrf ouTtoiness lines. But so far,

” rnd^Stps.BiPBs—<.o—
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because there are so much of data center, th dlfferent Reason' lndia has done it 
being country which kept everything ZdTT 1° °f Pe°ple'So lndia is always 

out. So from that perspective I think g eeH , 35 P°SSib'e and theV don,t g^e *
really look at it from an angle of Sri Lanka " er™°f what lnd,a has done. But if you 

everything. But asI are hev,„g
partner. And I don't think if you look at from 
amount of security, certain amount of trust, 
the business. “

on selecting a 
an angle of, you need to have certain

' tja'11^as Industries,, thinkthe'^dustriesshould'goforsomethingglte 

adopting of deed because of the benefit, that the, have, of course the breac es 
these things are there. If you look at it, if you really take all these into basket and see 
how many outsource and how many breaches, percentage of the breach and the value 
which are generated is about probably a very small percentage. I don't have the 
numbers, but my assumptions are there. Because everyone has gone into that in other 
countries as well. So, I think the percentages of the breaches are always there. So, just 
because that, there thieves if you close your business, and if you don't look at it the 
technology adoption. So, I don't think that the organization will. So, of course, we need 
to change the regulator's mind set.

new

What is the regulators view on cloud computing?

I think still, as I mentioned, I don't think the regulators have seen this in Sri Lanka. 
Because we have not been. Of course there are certain other regulatory frameworks are 
coming in to manage there. I think the regulator has much more bigger think to protect. 
In the financial services sector, the bigger thing to worry than the data itself. So, 
than the data, the biggest thing that they worry is how you manage the organization. So 
I don't think the regulator will focus immediately on the data side of it now. So either 
time the regulator focus on the data and the privacy and all that, probably the regulator 
has also matured and the industry also has matured and the cloud is also matured to a 

probably I don't know whether the cloud is not there anymore or 
probably space or something like that, galaxy or space or whatever-So, 1 don 
about that But whether what will it be there, but at this given moment that ,s the

connection that I see from a personal perspective.

more

greater extent. Or

will not allow for use of cloud computing?
Do you feel the regulator
I don't think so. Personally I wouldn’t like it from ”n a^laaf |d s , think, you need 
is a big disconnect between the regulator and the technotogY wo 
to look at it from an angle of what the business benefit ,s.

of the country?nication technology infrastructure
What about the commu
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having said that, but 1 don't think we have the h t^ °fthebest(currentlY- However
I think, if you look at the telecomrep?fT8' S° that is where the

It is not the pricing per say, the cost of connectivtvbuthn $ thing t0 play there' 
it and governed it. There are so manv nla»« ■ ^ 1h the regulator has looked at
have been allowed in the first place personally i7h' ! tuber' ’ d°nt think that shouldn't 
probably even the government, Sri Lanka Telem h u T n°'there Sh°uld be one' 
project of the country and rationalize it and th ™ S ^ h3Ve taken the entire fiber 
other parties. This is what has ha„„e„ d£ ^ 00 a bac“»~ “ “*
let them be under Dialog flag or Etisalat or RpM *" ThGY ,et them SeI1 They
anh do that. So tha, we can Lhgthel"

Dialog has put the,r own backbone and, ,es. Because of tha. the cos. is increas'd But g 

you look at it, connectivity, we, if you look at LOLC group we have branches and operating 
units in more than 200 locations. All 200 locations. Some are remote areas. All 200 
locations connected. Of course the price tag is bit expensive.

Do you feel it is value for money?

Well, from a connectivity perspective, yes. But from a bandwidth perspective, No.

You mean the cost is not proportionate to the bandwidth?

Yes, that is why the reason is. Because the cost bandwidth is there, but we have to pay 
lot of money to get that required bandwidth.

match is now.

How would you rate the legal system in the country with regard to cloud computing?

Of course, legal side of it is a big question I would say. I mean there are lots of to work 
on. I'm sure that the Sri Lankan government is also looking at lot of working on the lega

look a, who is the provider, we will look ,«what Is there for us»ndwe - I »nsci»usl, 

put only the work which has the minimum i^pac a ^ ^ |f yQU host the email in 
adopting that is basically, we will have to c* ^ problem for you. So that’s,
elsewhere, if somebody steals the emai, w work) keeping a foot print
anyway, email goes around thousandsofservers^^^^^keepsafootprintin 

in to dash context. If you send an emai can be taken SOj that, | think
everywhere. So, the various ways of emails can get
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we can put it to a cloud without 
overcome the legal barriers

What if'he data center for the cloud Is hosted In Srlla

we have. So, to
ave.

nka?

■ >«< angle. Pr.babl, comte the

Is published on VMware. Yot'^read o^tot'A^herels' h>,l! alreadV

:z:z i °oih3iv,d“case studv wi"te pub,ished * >"
a video case study being 

early November or late
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Appendix B

Name: Mr. Sobitha Weerasekara 

Designation: AGM IT 

Institute: Peoples Bank

What is your general take on cloud computing?

To me cloud computing or cloud is a new and common word that we hear and see very 
regularly. Today’s hot words or buzz words in the industry to my knowledge is 
Consolidation, Virtualization, Cloud computing.

When it comes to cloud computing the first thing that comes to mind from an IT 
perspective is Common Shared Space verses the private space we have used all these 
years. Shared space is something new. Shared space is something we still don’t know 
anything much about.

The second thing that comes to mind is Confidentiality and Security. We use these terms 
together always but you know what I mean. Time & time again we here the world’s most 

online sites been hacked or breached or compromised. So they why not a cloud 
system? What makes a cloud system that we use not have these threats? Or be secure from 

these threats

secure

Other thing about cloud computing is that it’s not physical. Can you remember when 
Floppy disks & CDs? Non IT people used to ask why we paid USS 

1,000 for a CD. This is similar. Our own data centers we can touch feel & see. They-are 
physical things. Cloud for a laymen is worse, in cloud we can t can say'.to the 4 

is, where the processing happens. This unknown though for « ‘
marvel, i, is a very negative thing for Che, ““ *
physically cannot be reached. Users’ angle. Adopt,™ won easy.

h s Compliance, Risk and Internal Audit 
Extending the same reasoning departments sue■a ofthem are still old school. If
may tend to have a lot of concerns wit us ,fjs , or bad? 
you don’t grasp the concept then how cany

software came on

own staff. So we know what are the 
Most things we do here are done internally y om ^ ^ We knoW how to motivate 

costs involved. We know how much we we do this with external people.
and keep then, to get critical jobs done. But how e
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like SMS banking or totemetb!nktagh l! foV' *” 0fr'ring “y new s'™tes 

reasons, I is we h„e a large ouston,,,'base.Tn'd ^

!!, offer'”" themb & “Tra”"”' ^ Se™ »' «*■ is the point
offei ine them. Second th.ng ,s we don’t want to be guinea pigs. Specially since we are
state bank the customers come to us with some confidence. What if something goes

wiong. Imagine the next day headline in all the papers. So we will adopt only tried and
tested solutions or technologies, within the banking industry.

One other main concern is the Central Bank of Sri Lanka, you know they govern & control 
almost everything we do. I haven’t seen anything about cloud computing specified in the 
act or any other guidelines. All banks have to comply with the regulator.

But if they don’t say anything can’t you do it?

Well that’s the strange thing. Even what you say is logical, when it comes to regulators 
you can’t do that. What you can do is specified, if it’s not specified then you can’t do it. 
But this is a lot to do with our core banking. Anyway because of this unknown I am a bit 
reluctant to try out cloud computing. We can’t afford to displease the regulator.

Cloud also we have to sign a contract. So with who do we sign? With the local vendor? 
With the foreign vendor? If we have problems in the system, who do we call? Can our 
legal system handle it? What are the legal options available for us to take against a foreign 
company? As a last resort what can we do to safeguard our interests? How to sue a cloud
vendor?

we get? Depending on external

Information systems are a support
personalities] political agenda all those come into play in a state bank.

For our IS support process ,o work .he 52£2

meeting. Strategic planning is ^ Martetjngjegahil! get involved. IT Iras to deliver

PI- Another obligation or responsibly of innovation is

assigned primarily to IT.
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znv°da ™ey <iem'nd s° ^

So we are looking forward to virtualization in a positive way in the near future

One area that we currently using is outsourcing. We have maintenance outsourced and 
some of our development outsourced. We also have service level agreements with manv
parties to endure we deliver a good service to our customers. SLA monitoring is a problem 
but flexible.

What about expansion?

When it comes to expansion, increase won’t happen overnight. So we see past trends and 
use capacities to forecast. At the annual budget it gives capacities for us to work with. So 
we always keep about 25 to 40% non-utilized compared to the capacities needed.

One more thing about the regulator is that they do a very good annual audit, also once in 
two years from bank supervisory department from CBSL. Tremendous improvement from 
that division, on banking and IT. We see how tough their questionnaires are. They cover 
a lot from Business Continuity to Disaster Recovery and even Business Impact Analysis. 
One thing missing from the big picture is that there is no logical evolution of audits.

Another problem I see is how we select a cloud vendor. We have a similar process for all 
procurement. Hardware, Software, Services the criticality and importance it differs. More 
precautions will be taken when the importance or criticality increases. We need to look at 
the vendor expertise, then what are the vendor certifications, how qualified ant how 
certified their staff are. It is important to have prior working with us for critical things. 
How do we do all these evaluations with cloud operators? Most of them are foreign .

- - -zsr “rour network, you can 
right vendor is.
Another aspect that. understand about c.oud is" “

,t a remote location^So what abouttechnical shilis, hut the

“ r,r»iil c'",. We need ,h„8s ..he connect a, that ..stance and —

if bandwidth is a cost.
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Putting all these together I feel that the banking 
computing in a big way. sector is still not ready to look at cloud
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Appendix C 

The Code Book

Risk Mitigation "Interface Refresh 
Rate"

Device independence

"Consolidation" "offshore 
Professionalism" 

Monitoring SLA is notConfidentiality "DR Provisioning"
Local Revenue easy"productivity of IT" efficient use of IT Vendor Ethicsdealing with business

Consolidationvolume fluctuations Technology to deliver Vendor Stability
"Innovation primarily
____ IT driven"

Clear Business Value. Faster Provisioning Vendor certification
IT must meet business 
_____objectives Invest in uptime Laggards Vendor Capability

Business Case Reduced Complexity Laggards Dependability
Tried & Tested

solutions
SLA monitoring is a 

problem
Availability Secure Connectivity

Monitoring SLA is very 
poor

Company Policy SLA in-house/Cloud virtualization to cloud

Technology refresh 
Cycle

Positive change in 
outsourcing

Business IS alignment Laggards

positive view of 
technologyIn-house ITStrategic IT vendor prior engagement

positive view of 
technology

vendor stabilityOver provisioningCustomer centric IT

Low customer 
penetration

vendor auditabilityTrialability"Highly Automated"

"Can systems cater to
expansion"

Already invested in 
automation

vendor lifeStrategic Plan

Already invested in
automation

vendor size"Futuristic system"Business driven IT
"Willingness to adopt

new technology" 
CIO's knowledge on 

new technology
Technology
Enthusiasts

"Technology Issues"

Laggards

In-house IT self
sufficiency 

IT dept.'s own
technology alignment

vendor local presencebusiness value of 
technology SLA to minimize down

time ____Strategic IT
SLA Penalties 

insufficient vendors

"Knowledge"

Operational
dependency on IT

Availability is critical 
technology 

compromises security

lose control of 
information

Over Provisioning

under utilization

"Backup"
Latent positive 

attitude to technology 
adoption

"SLA penalty is a must"
"DR"

"Vendor service
personnel certification"

management Skeptical
to new Technology _"high availability"

"BCP" "Vendor size"older Technology"manageability^
"Business value of IT"
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"Confidentiality" Technology adoptionAvailability
Outsource to cloud

Outsource to cloud Non- 
Core can be outsourced

rate
"Fear" Technology based

innovation 
Cloud could 
complement 
innovation 
Technology 
enthusiasts

continual adoption of

TCO reduction

"IT Value addition" "Capacity Issues"
SLA monitoring is a must

"QOS" Central Consolidation

In-House IT staff Self
Sufficiency

Vendor certification
"Response time to

customer" Vendor Supportnew technology
"Cloud will help the

innovation of an
"Response time to 

customer" Vendor technology 
advancement

Integration
organization"
"Technology a
business force"

"Risk" "Outsource non-core 
things"

Over Capacity

Physical upgrade of
servers to cater to 
changing demand

"Sensitivity of 
information"

Cost vs Value of 
Innovation

"Outsource non critical 
things"

"Technology adoption
for benefits"

"Sensitive" Planned Capacity SLA Monitoring

"Technology adoption 
for Value"

"Sensitive" Cost of cloud SLA Enforcement

New technology to 
move forward

Unorthodox vendor 
selection processesBusiness benefit CapExto OpEx

"Easy to migrate what is 
outsourced"

Late Majority 
(adoption)

Monthly peak 
resource demandsBusiness driven IT

CIO positive view on 
virtualization

"Reference sites"Over provisioningBusiness IT Alignment

Business value of new 
technology

"Vendor Reputation"Technology followersUnderutilization

Maturity of
technology

"Vendor Strength"underutilizationCompetition Pressure
"Who provides cloud

matter's"
Outsource non-core

operations
Hidden & complex

costs in TCOIT a partner in progress

Cloud could complement
Outsourcing

Not adopting at the 
right time can be a 

mistake

Dependence on 
vendor for knowledge"Consolidation"

Cloud providers tool &
technologies matter" 

Finding ethics of a cloud 
provider may be difficult. 

Ethical standards 
maintained within the 
cloud organizations 
Dependent on IS to 

deliver business 
requirements

Vendor selection
critical____"TCO"QOS

Vendor auditability"Virtualization"
Security

Convenience 
demanded by internal 

customer __

"User demand
features of everyday 

internet apps^—"Strategic IT"
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"Compliance" Why take the risk?

CIO confidence in
_____ cloud
CIO knowledge on 
new technology 

Buzz word 
Costs of cloud are 

unknown

best in the region for 
infrastructure 

Limited number of good
______ Telco's______

IT involvement in 
business process 
IT literate users 

IT tightly aligned to 
business

Contract Enforcement
"Customer Charter"

Jurisdiction
Cloud's are Offshore 

Data Privacy 

No clear regulation

Recourse

Litigation

Enforceability
No directive on
Offshore data "Cloud is Cheaper" Litigation Marketing Driven

NO Frameworks for 
cloud "Cloud is Reliable" Recorded No Formal EA Process

NO Governance for
cloud

CIO's view of cloud
positive/negative

Maturity of legal
system for IT

CIO Negative perspective 
to cloud

SDLC reduces time
increases quality

cloud is a logical
evolution

Legal framework
insufficient

CIO negative perspective 
to cloud computing?

"Hidden costs in
cloud"

Stronger legal
framework

Control cost is the driver 
to cloud computing

"Audit"

Demand for cloud 
would strengthen the 

legal framework

Scared of putting data on 
cloud

"Risk" CapEx Reduction

innovation through 
technology"Security" Sri Lankan Jurisdiction Management resistance

Legal costs can be 
higher

Cloud may be more 
secure than in-houseOpEx reductionCompliance

CIO positive view on
virtualization

Scared to cloudify 
sensitive information

Poor legal frameworkConfidentiality

"Poor legal
implementation"

Data privacyTCO is lower in cloudNo regulatory directive
need clear regulatory
view on data center 

location____

Arbitration in a 
foreign court"CIO responsibility"Shared Space

"Doubts about
security in 

mobile/cloud"

outsource non-value 
adding

Change in the legal 
systemwhere is the cloud?

online Disaster
recovery

CIO positive view on
new technology 

CIO positive view on 
ralculated risks

Network costs

lack of government 
initiative on ICT 
infrastructure__

Regulator maturity

uncertainty of in-house

CIO confidence in
cloud

CIO knowledge on
new technologies 

Loss of control using
mobile/cloud _ 

Poor view of personal 
data _

"Where is the cloud?"

DR
"Cloud Security"

"Information leak"
Regulatory concerns

Innovation regulator 
approved

"Protection"

Process outsourced
Seniority of CIO in 
decision makingPrivacy is an issue
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Security is an issue Few ICT infrastructure
_____ players
high ICT infrastructure
______ costs______
low ICT infrastructure 
technology availability 
Quality Data centers 

"Hidden costs in 
cloud”

CapEx Reduction

innovation through 
technology

why take the risk?
Vendor selection criteria

How Secure? "Cloud confidentiality”

"Cloud has better 
BCP/DR"

"Cloud is robust”

"Fear"

"Trust"
Risk

Trust in vendor 

Vendor experience 

Vendor Dependability

Local vendor support

Policy based privacy 

Maturity of Sri Lanka 

"Security Issues” "Not used to cloud”
"on demand resource 

provisioning 
advantages"

Internal data breach
Business continuity

"Physical Security
brings a level ofSafety of cloud OpEx reduction Information leakage

comfort"
No regulator directive

on cloud
CIO's knowledge on

cloud
Scared to cloudify

sensitive information issue is Data on the cloud
Security of exposed

data
CIO's prior experience

on cloud TCO is lower in cloud My Data protection

Cloud can facilitate
dynamic poisoning 

that is needed

No clear regulator 
directive on public cloud

"DR Compliance” "Connectivity"

"need to change 
regulators mindset"

Parting with 
something valuable"

"Quality of 
throughput" protection of system

"Regulator & 
technology 

disconnection"

"Robustness of 
connectivity"

Reputation risk by 
moving to cloud

Security

Availability of
bandwidth

robust & secure 
service

"regulator view needs 
to be changed"

TCO vs business value

Connectivity is an
issue

Value based justification"Cloud auto backup""Security compliance"
Virtualization"Cost of connectivity"Cloud auto DR""Security"

Silos of information 
systems

Clear regulatory 
directive on cloud

Cost of connectivity is 
an issue

"Cloud high 
availability"

needed Integration of cloud to
other systems

Smaller in-house IT teams

Positive management 
outlook on outsourcing 

Not adopting at the right 
time can be a mistake

Local cloud data
center will help
"Infrastructure

pricing"
"Telco regulator has a 

bigger role to play"
IT implementation 

independence

"Cost vs Value
perspective"

Positive CIO cloud
perception 

Public cloud may be 
advantages

Expansion is continues

Cloud data Protection 
is an issue

Data ownership

Data Privacy

Excessive ICT user 
penetration
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APPENDIX d

Data for third party recommendations
Cloud Vendor
Improvement

SL Infrastructure
Improvement

No# Name of Institution Needs to 
Improve

Higher
Quality

Lower CostComment

1 Axis Bank Ltd 1 1
Commercial Bank of
Ceylon PLC

2 1 1

People's Bank3 1 1
Seylan Bank PLC4 1 1
Union Bank of 
Colombo

5 1 1

Abans Finance PLC6 1 1
AMW Capital 
Leasing and Finance7 1 1 1
PLC
Citizens 
Development 
Business Finance PLC

1118

11Kanrich Finance Ltd9

Lanka ORIX Finance 1110
PLC

Siyapatha Finance 
Limited

1111

1People's Merchant 
Finance PLC

1117

11AIA Insurance Lanka 1
12

PLC
1Allianz Insurance 

Lanka Ltd.
Allianz Life Insurance 
Lanka Ltd.

113

1
114

111Ceylinco Insurance
15

PLC
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LOLC Insurance 
Company Limited

Union Assurance PLC

16
1 1

18
1 1Total 6 12 16 8
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Regulator Legal Framework
Need clear 

direction on 
cloud

Need to be 
open to new 
technology

# Name of Institution Prefer Use 
International 

courts

Needs
reform

1 Axis Bank Ltd
1

Commercial Bank of
Ceylon PLC

2 1 1
People's Bank3

1
Seylan Bank PLC4 1
Union Bank of 
Colombo

5 1 1 1

Abans Finance PLC6 1 1 1
AMW Capital
Leasing and Finance7 1 1 1 1
PLC
Citizens 
Development 
Business Finance PLC

8 1 1

Kanrich Finance Ltd9

Lanka ORIX Finance 110 1
PLC

Siyapatha Finance 
Limited

111

People's Merchant 
Finance PLC

1117

AIA Insurance Lanka 111112
PLC
Allianz Insurance 
Lanka Ltd.

1113

Mercantile 
Investments & 
Finance PLC

1114

11Ceylinco Insurance 115
PLC

1LOLC Insurance 
Company Limited

Union Assurance PLC

116
111118
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Total 15 8 12 4
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APENDIX e

NON-DISCI nsiipc [confidentiality agreement

THIS AGREEMENT is made on the last day below writt
en by and between:

(1) Enrico H. N. Lisk student following the MBA-IT(2012) 
faculty of Computer Science & Engineering; program at the University of Moratuwa

AND

(2) serving as the of

(collectively referred to as the
"Parties")

WHEREAS

The Parties wish to enter into discussions relating "Adoption of Cloud Computing" & during such 
discussions the disclosure of confidential information ("Information") may become necessary.

One party ("the Disclosing Party") is willing to disclose and the other party ("the Recipient Party") 

is willing to receive Information.

To ensure that disclosed Information is treated as secret and proprietary and in consideration of 

such disclosure it is hereby agreed as follows.

thesis publication & the by the Disclosing Part, to the
1.2 Information means all information intellectual property,

Recipient Party relating to rapbs, dr.«s, sp.dictions,
know-how, data, formulae, pro L bv the inspection or analysis of samples.

nfidence for a period of five (5)2. OBLIGATIONS
2.1 The Recipient Party shall keep 

years from the date of its receipt.

information in the strictest co
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2.2 The Recipient Party shall in respect of thP , r

except where expressly permitted by this aZT °r * part't0 anVthird P^,
2.3 The Recipient Party will notify the Disci mGnt’ 

obligations contained in this cl ■use 2 b'“d" “ b'“'h »'»«

3. LIMITATIONS ON USE
3.1 The Recipient Party shall not, without the 

disclose Information to any other party.
Information shall not be disclosed to any affiliate or subsidia 
the prior written consent of the Disclosing Party.

3.3 The Recipient Party shall not make commercial

prior written consent of the Disclosing Party

3.2
ry of the Recipient Party without

use of Information during such time that it 
remains confidential and proprietary to the Disclosing Party by virtue of the obligations 
contained herein.

3.4 The Recipient Party shall, if so requested by the Disclosing Party at any time, return to the 
Disclosing Party on demand any or all Information whereupon the Recipient Party's rights to 
use the Information for the Purpose shall cease.

4. EXCEPTIONS
4.1 The confidentiality and non-use obligations of this Agreement shall not apply to:
4.1.1
4.1.2

Information which at the time of disclosure was in the public domain; or 
Information which, after its disclosure hereunder, enters the public domain by lawful
and proper publication; or
Information which the Recipient Party can establish by reasonable proof was in its 

known to it at time of disclosure hereunder or was subsequently
4.1.3

possession or was 
developed by the Recipient Party without utilization of Information; or 
Information which the Recipient Party receives from any third party legally in possession

obligation of confidence to the Disclosing Party and
4.1.4

of the Information not owing an 
without any restriction on its disclosure; or 
Information which is approved for release by the prior written authorization ofor use4.1.5
llt:«hP,ac«.rR.c,p.... P«tv I."0- -V '*» »

4.1.6

5. TERM (the "Effective Date") and shall automatically
5.1 This Agreement shall take effect from extended in writing by both Parties,

terminate one (1) year after the effective1 party by thlrty (30) days prior written
5.2 This Agreement shall be terminable y mmediately if the Disclosing Party has reason 

notice or by mutual agreement in wri ing^ ^^of the ob|igations contained herein.

to believe that the Rece
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5.3 Clauses 2, 3 and 4 hereof shall 
the Effective Date continue to remain in force for a

expiry or termination of this Aperiod of five (5) years from 
greement.

regardless of the

6. NO GRANT

6.1 The Disclosing Party makes
of any Information disdosedTeXidT^rT °l as t0 the adequacy, or accuracy

S, The Discing Party sha„ not XZZ'SE?'"'^ 

suffered by the Recipient Party as a result of its damage, both direct and indirect, 
use of the Information.

7. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES

71 isr ~—-
8. AGREEMENT
8.1 This Agreement:

constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties for the disclosure of Information; 
8.3 Shall be executed in two counterparts each of which shall be deemed an original.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement in 
binding upon them the day and year first before written.

8.2

a manner

Signed - Receiving PartySigned - Disclosing Party

Date:
Date:
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APENDIX f
Coded Transcribed Interview Text

Mr. Rohan Muttiah

CIO - Commercial Bank

Transcribed Interview 
General Take on Cloud:

framework, guide I’nes^orany^ovemance arounc^doud There are fercl™"?*

*

important because it reduced the uncertainty, in the mind of 
business managers because they know that there is such a 
framework and if they were to go ahead with it or they were to 
authorize their companies to move to the cloud, there is a legal 
framework Operations framework all of that is there. So we don’t 
have anything like that today, it really doesn’t exist. I know it will 
come, and that’s why I go back to my earlier point when I said 
within five years there would be a big change.
Then another problem that we have us that the cloud is offshore. So "Cloud's are 
in 1 way that is good because there is a lot more professionalism, 
discipline around how this service is offered. But at the same time 
as a first step people are reluctant to move to something offshore.

Coding

Offshore",
"offshore
Professionalism"

"Risk
Mitigation", 
"Compliance", 
"Governance", 
Local agents not 
active.

Then the other problem we have is the local representatives of 
Google Microsoft IBM & other operators don’t have a lot of 
credibility they don’t engender confidence. Sitting on a meeting 
with them, firstly they really don’t know enough about the service, 
they don’t know enough about the service levels, they are simply 

inexperienced and unable to speak to senior mana§ers .
positioning the oloud, the model gsthebustnW*^

simply approach it as they “ wh„ they are talking
talk to you about TCO, when they d tk ^down and
about, its an absolute waste m ^ tQ convince people,
brainstormed what it is that need.to be cove ^ and
Today there is a lot of focus on 11 SDecially with a service
governance. They push it like a active,
of this nature it simply doesn’t work. Local age
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going to say because of these we are Jft?' ? T -hat people are 
an inhibiter. Because a business ma g°mlg to do itj but acts as
mitigation & compl a„M Wh^do f “ ”kin8 “ riSk 
neck on the block? The"' are Ll, !?■ , “ 8° and P“lh*
loss of business losttofjobs, the people*, rellljEL”

“e S h* •' gM ”"“» Samefthe business 

manager who takes the decision got a lot riding on him
When you go to the cloud there is a great exposure to events
example submarine cables, for business that primarily have local
revenue generation potentially now have a greater risk.
Pros: everyone agrees that it reduces complexity for the internal IT "Reduced
staff, business managers, IT, everyone understands that. TCO, I
would say its better when you take into account the qualitative
elements. Most companies don’t identify their real costs. They
forget the cost of the data center, the floor space, the on-cost of an
employee, really two employees considering a 24 hour operation,
disaster recover, high availability, hardware refresh cycle, the
software, to be factored in.

e ,ocal situation, we see
"Confidentiality", 
Why take the 
risk?

"Local Revenue"

Complexity"

The fact that you can go to a company and get a proper SLA, which SLA in
is almost a dream to get an SLA done from in-house IT. In the 
cloud that becomes part of your contract. Some people have this 
OpEx rather than CapEx, its not such an issue with banks, as they 
tend to have capital available, for larger banks the cost of capital is 
very low. Therefore it is more efficient for them to go down the 
CapEx path but the OpEx option is attractive.
Variable rather than a fixed cost model, so if your revenue goes up, dealing; with 
then your cost goes up, that’s fine because you are earning more. ^mess volume 

a fixed cost base which really doesn’t go down when you. fluctuates 
revenue drops. The way you structure your cloud contract can be 

more useful in dealing with these fluctuations.
Everybody understandsthat^ FX provisioning, it takes 
superior security compared to m-house. ras P
a long time .o provision
do it. Its not only infrastructure,ll internally
things is much faster compared to doing > •

house/Cloud

Being on

"Faster
Provisioning"
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ant spam is based in Sbgapo^0^*!' Cl°"d’ be“‘US8 ourselves 
service. So step by stem^SS “s W“is»'*»d

s,ttr«„tsS' stoee-speaking its notcloud.'nutistptitt. We^ubscribe^get^^ 

inform,.,on, we send information, its onr customer information o„,

While part of the cloud is new, a lot of it sis old, it was already 
there, and its important to accentuate what has always been there.
Because it helps people be comfortable with it a lot faster. Its just 
another step, you are doing all of these things, subscribe to one 
more thing. And you need to do that gradually. Coming and 
pushing it & saying its all new, isn’t going to help. When 
everything is all new no one want to touch it, specially in a 
regulated environment like ours. Larger organizations have more to 
loose and the sales cycle is longer. Many more stakeholders and the 
benefit (business value) must be clear. It need not be a huge benefit, 
but the benefit must be clear. & it is something that people can 
believe, I don’t see any issues, but it will take time.

Now there are already core banking systems where you pay by the Secure 
number of accounts holders, there is a lot to be said about it.
Suddenly your connectivity issues go off, if you got a sales team, 
they are connected, you move away from all the restriction that you 
have in your internal network. You are connected anytime 
anywhere. Providing secure connectivity anywhere anytime is a 
headache, its not easy. The customer interface, the cloud providers 
will also start thinking of the customer interface, for us to build a 
nice customer interface, yes we can do it but I think a clou 
provider is in a far better position to dehver something like ;th 

to refresh it say every 12 months refresh it. ur c^c^s devices 
longer. And with devices changing, various OSs c« »n
we lose track. What ,l‘;»“” 'tact a third party to

build then
different is where your data is being 
anyway, we use third parties.

On business & IT alignment.

, our

Clear Business 
Value.

Connectivity, 
"Interface Refresh
Rate", Device 
independence

the skill or
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it would Plan. And ,T„„S, m«,

t«.egicpillarewhicCt,^^?Slhav"*i"
with certain ideas which win shap^f^ZLTdtT 

banking industry ,t ,s still very mnch business and mSet driven
S™eh° E” KS is «* rSh.

If you understand banking enough, what is it? Its savings and loans.
Loans is where you make money and to do that you need savins 
what has it got to do with technology? What’s your biggest cost?
Cost of funds. You need to be able to mobilize low cost funds so 
that they you can lend with higher margins. If your cost of funds 
then your margins will get squeezed. Now how you deliver this out 
is where technology can help.
Can technology be used to reduce the spread?
In banking? Ok so, it’s a question that we also ask ourselves, when 
you invest in technology you are adding costs to your excising 
costs, are you removing costs? No. so that’s where the problem is, 
if you were overseas when you invest in technology you reap 
productivity benefits. You have more flexibility on headcount. In 
Sri Lanka that’s not the case, in the banking industry is unionized 
and you cant just go and lay people off. And I am not for one 
moment suggesting we do that.
The business objective is to provide flexibility on the spread, that s 
the objective. How do you achieve it? There are many ways, one is 
to reduce the cost income ratio. Again many ways to do that, 
technology also has a role to play, so that s wheie it fits in. you 
must be clear in your mind what you are going to do as a business, 
and one of the ways to do that is whilst you may not e a ® 
reduce, your cost base doesn’t have to grow in t le sa 
as the rest of your growth. Business value creation for expansio 
business by not proportionately expanding you. costs.

Well the regulators say tot toe[hey^veS said what 

SDLC, they need to be auditable sc ww > 
a bank should adopt, they expectthe_bank^ 

something. Whether people lik of time, increasing the
has its value, lots of peop le see * a . been tried and tested. As 
length of the SDLC, but these thmgs have

business
objectives

Technology to 
deliver

"SDLC reduces 
time increases 
quality",
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>r„7, t-=wm - sdlcwould have got from the Software industry ^ benefitS we

On expansion
I think the greatest difficulty in a non cloud environment is the

to try to satisfy this business pressure, it is always 
a non cloud environment.
On Virtualization & tech adoption
This is where technology was adopted not for technologies sake 
but because there was a clear business case. With virtualization you 
can that you go down from X number of racks to Y number of 
racks, then suddenly you free up a floor space in your datacenter.
While at the same time you high availability and disaster recovery "Availability", 
provisioning also improves. You go for consolidation of your 
storage, so I mean its much easier story. I think that technology is 
fantastic, its really something practical a very few people would not "Consolidation" 
want to do. And it is easy to quantify the business value.
You have your technology refresh cycle, so if you have a four year "Technology 
refresh cycle you are going to change your servers every four years, refresh Cycle" 
there is a cost to that. And virtualization sits really well in there as 
far as the business case goes.
Core banking on virtualized servers?
Well I would not say no to it, but it would be a considered decision.
Again like I said the high availability, the disaster recovery 
provisioning, graceful failover is another benefit. And you get that 
at a hardware level. If you take the classic AS400, you don t get 
that at a hardware level. You may have partitions and you may be 

able to do things, but short of building . cluster you 
the cost of doing that is far more than you would be able » *> ”■* 

virtualization. Yes, Linux runs in that environm , wqu|cj
choice of OSs there as well, so I would not say ^ fa ^ 

be a considered decision. Just to fol ow up > would
cloud, I would not even know. So what 1 am getting

focus on the SLA.
On Outsourcing

"efficient use of
with IT", 

nge is Consolidation, 
not easy to do in "productivity of

IT"

"Business Case"

"DR
Provisioning",

things that can be given to third parties. Andy
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SLA’s ?
Where you can measure it it is affP *■ ,
measure, it is not as easy. Thines wh Where il is difficult to 
easier to manage the SLA or to T C0entralized its much 

looking at branch wise series i t!16 ^ But whe" 

whiist you may not be measuring exaclw ft"'But again 
having quarterly meetings, feedback th J 8 SLA’ ^ 
fresh in everyone’s mind and that also ,y°U gCt fr0m users is also 
that they are under the microscope andTf °n the suPPlier
going to another vendor the next™" ^ ‘perfo”iB
On Vendor Selection:

Monitoring SLA 
is not easy"are

SSSSSaiaS.don t deal with vendors who forget ethics. We don’t compromise.
We do look for vendors who are stable, who wont get into financial 
difficulty. Now when it comes to licenses it really doesn’t matter, 
what I said before still applies, but if there are six vendors you 
could buy it from any vendor, that’s just price, but when it comes to 
hardware or a support services we look for stability, the reputation, 
reliability, because by extension they attach themselves to 
brand. So we are extremely conscious about that.
Vendor certification, vendor Personnel certification is a part of our 
vendor registration process. Unless they are registered by our 
procurement department we don’t issue RFPs to them. For 
specialized services we look for vendor capability and we look for Capability 
proof of that also.
On Availability:
Our phones are on all the time, we are contactable all the time even 
when we are on holiday or when we go overseas. So we never 
really get away from work, which is fair enough, it goes with t e 
job. That is the nature of our business. Our revenue is based on the 
fact that we can provide 24x7 service. So that s t leie u 1 no

WgSThTmuble .0 « fr as possiblemake 

maximize our uptime, so that we don t ave re5’ astructure is <*ood 
demand a lot of our time outside office. If our in 
enough, then it is very unlikely that we would get. dl 

try to focus on investing in uptime.
On Regulatory framework: information that’s "Data Privacy",
Privacy of data, it does. If there is a cannot be «r
treated as extremely serious. So the custo ibiHt t0 acceSs Charter
accessed by staff unless they have a direct .esp

"Vendor Ethics"

Vendor Stability,

our

Vendor
certification.
Vendor

Invest in uptime
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Globalization:
Bangladesh is very good. Their CB is extremely good Very
framewniby ^ We ‘tS extremeIy Professional. Regulatory 
frame woik is very strong. They do know that we use Colombo as a

itTs nmf t TZ' 1° in th6ir C3Se thCy W°Uld l00k at is how wel1 it is protected, and that works okay, the multinationals over their
it s a similar thing, they have regional hubs and data centers
running in them. For example HSBC here operates over the
regional center in Hong Kong. Generally countries have regulation
against storing of data offshore, then again it depends, sometimes
it s a blanket rule, sometimes case by case, sometimes depends on
the situation already exists.
I have never seen it stated anywhere about offshore data storage in 
the Sri Lankan context. But I would suspect that before any bank 
wants to do it, they would approach the regulator. Rather than do it 
& find that the regulator is unhappy. That’s my personal take.
On TCO:
Yes, we did it for our spam filter. But that’s a less contentious 
thing. For example email, would you put it on the cloud? Yes I 
think most people will be comfortable to do that. But yet you got to knowledge on 
do that business case carefully. For example fileserver, you need to new technologies, 
do the case carefully & factor things in.
At the end of the day, say after a two year period, when people 
become comfortable with it, they look at the numbers. What’s 
happening now is people are throwing the numbers up front and 
nobody wants to look at it. Make them comfortable, then show the 
numbers.
So the numbers need to be, that model must be tested & robust, 
they shouldn’t wait two years to start & then put in a model, 
because it needs to be fine-tuned.

under

No clear 
regulation

No directive on 
Offshore data

CIO confidence
in cloud, CIO
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apendix f
Coded Transcribed Interview Text 

Mr. Chithaka Abeynaike 

CIO/GM IT AMW Capital Leasing 

Transcribed Text
of course the new technologies are very important, 
technologies are very important to move forward. L„ 
technologies come to the picture the reason is those things 
carrying a value to the business. If there is no proper value to 
the business, then those wont sustain in the market. When it 
comes to cloud technologies, cloud was a fancy thing a couple 
of years back, today it s a normal thing. So today how people 
see is how we can make our software SaaS models. 
Infrastructure as a service, most of the things are in the cloud. 
Two years back, 1 year back people were reluctant to go for the 
cloud. But today it's a normal thing. If you are not in the cloud 
then it's a question why you are not there because there are a 
lot of advantages that you can take.

Coding
Business value of new 
technology

new
New
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'SeMV's~:r^z:s—---
how secure the cloud is a question still But whtn?°g'eS' S° Competition Pressure, 
the Sri Lankan context, most of the c^ S ^ * "ReSp°- *« to
ST ST to the cioud by thinking of this CUSt°mer"' "Q°S"

° , "0t a real factot today by considering the
worldwide. If you get fortune 500 companies, i
companies are now in cloud, especially financial companies.
Last review on the CIO study 2012, most of the CIO's vision is to 
have the core application running on the cloud. So cloud & 
virtualization are going together. Today if you are not 
virtualizing your environments having a factor that I am keeping 
outside where applications should be compatible. If you are not 
going to virtualization, as far as your application is compatible, 
you make some kind of an incorrect decision by not virtualizing.
Power & cooling which we don't usually factor there is a 
reduction, hardware of course there is a reduction. So that is 
one side of it. Coming back, specifically to answer your 
question, when it comes to financial applications, virtualizing a 
financial application is a concern, because end of the day 
customer doesn't want what is running at the backend, he feels 
how fast I can get the service. Company like us, we compete 
with banks, other financial institutions when it comes to this 
kind of business. How I can deliver more on a less. And then 
again the customer should have a competitive advantages 
whether its delivered through the system or whether its coming 
from the user (employee) to the customer, end of the day 
backend is supported by the systems. So my systems should be 
capable enough to deliver a better customer service. Response 
time is very important to the customer. So at that point of time, 
backend runs on virtualization or backend runs on core 
hardware is not a problem to the customer. End of the day he 
needs quick service, fast service to give that thing my teller or
whoever required fast response from the system. So
technology is behind the application, we should optimize those 
things, we should take right decisions to virtualize, whether its 
in the cloud, whether we are using hardcore technologies. So

"manageability", "high 
companies availability", "Backup",

"Risk", "Sensitive", "Fear", 
"Knowledge"

most of the

delivery of a high performance

expects.
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- v- *»■! ca. respond » ,he customer.,, ,inuJ™ '^

£sr™'*—
"Response time to 

customer", QOS,
on not allowed to

_ , a Problem. We are

mili

VM w/Ve r®adN\adopted- core virtualization technologies like -
VM Ware HyperV, I am talking about two years back we 
adapted. And most of the production systems run on top of it.
So it is tried and tested and we are happy with virtualization of 

applications. Its by looking at the advantages, its not about 
the fancy technology, when it comes to virtualization we always 
take conscious decisions where we do a proper ROI on 
virtualization. When you are taking decision on virtualization 
two years back, sometimes people who are selling the software 
not able to justify why you require virtualization. They come up 
with all the jargon related to North America and sub 
continentals of Europe and that is not going to fit Sri Lanka. If 
you get the Sri Lanka electricity costs or the cooling costs it is 
much less than USA. There concerns and our concerns are 
different. But when it comes to manageability and the high 
availability and then again the backup. And we spent lot 
because those software come from outside the country. And 
then we don't have proper knowledge on them. For that 
knowledge we pay a lot. To reduce that thing we take decisions 
how fast we can do a backup, how fast we can setup a disaster 
recovery site, how fast we can make the application high 
available through virtualization. So those are the key concerns 
when taking decisions. It is not that it is a new thing so we have 
to go for it, its purely based on evaluation as well as the ROI. Of 
course the TCO will come down. We evaluate and make 
decisions, not just take decisions, two years ago we readily took

that decision. .
My vision for cloud is there for cloud. And then again when it 

cloud services we very specifically check what kind of 
going to take from the cloud. How secure it is 

how much valuable business information can be transferred i 
there can be any kind of issue happens, and based on that ly 
we take a decision. Of course cloud services are cheaper than 

doing it on premise.

manageability", "high 
availability", "Backup", "DR"

our

How Secure?, Risk, 
"Sensitive"

comes to 
services we are
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we cannot d.sclose, the reason is it is 
So we are into the cloud. There 
outsource to cloud & there 
depends on the

"Outsource to cloud"

not a thing that 
outside and so it is visible, 

are things that you can 
are things that you cannot, it purely

.o.h,clou,.„JaSS,CV'™n!S,h-,"s

as far as risk is less, it's a call.
When it comes to HR functionalities there 
that can go onto the cloud.

can outsource 
ngs need to be outsourced and

are functionalities 
Performance development, why 

cant we outsource that to the cloud. You pay a monthly fee.
You do your performance evaluation. Even today that is 
possible.

"Outsource to cloud" Non- 
Core can be outsourced

But n ot all the things, sensitive information, once the cloud gets 
stabilized, and Sri Lanka is matured to & Sri Lanka is geared up 
to do those things, then it is okay. But today is not the time.

Legal framework 
insufficient, "Sensitivity of 
information"

But there should be a day in the future, which comes where 
once you outsource your core applications to the cloud, then 
your real return comes. We are still scared to do that thing.

Scared to cloudify sensitive 
information

Business/IS Alignment
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on top of IT systems all therp 3 *the systems are run™n 
Systems. Whatever the com f "T™™ are "« by ,T

technology reduce their operational costs, make use of IT 
(department), and do the right business. So IT always h L IT 
alwa,, go.s i„,„ ,he business req„lrement "

represented in all the steering committees. I myself 
personal y go and sit with all the directors, and if required an ,T 
solution I will put forward my business suggestion how IT can 

e p on these things. So its more or less aligned. When there is 
a requirement they always contact IT, can you help on this 
thing. So we always take those queries positively. I also think I 

not in an era where everything needs to be computerized. 
There are things you can do without computerizing in an 
organization, there are things you can do with the automation. 
So I really don't believe only the automation will work. The 
thing is you have to automate the things that you really require. 
And then again automation does not make any sense today to 
the business if there are no value additions. You just automate 
your manual work, people will just do an analysis & say that 
manual work is much more cost effective that the automated

Business driven IT, IT a 
partner in progress, 
"Business value of IT', "IT 
Value addition"

g

am

work. But the number of errors that you made, the 
administration heat and all the other things have not been 
factored. As far as you automate something & bring value 
addition on top of it, then there is the real business value.

"Maturity of Sri Lanka"On enterprise architectures: the thing is, it is all good if we can 
adopt those stuff. But unfortunately when it comes to Sri 
Lankan context, Sri Lanka is not yet matured to do that. So I 
really don't think Sri Lankan CIOs doesn't want to adopt to EAs, 
they really want. But the thing is, outside world or the 
pressures that you are getting is not allowed to do that. If you
take Scandinavia, marked world number one for project
planning, they take six months to plan a project. What we do is, 
we take 1 month to plan a project and we do six months work

Ton

adopting to a
pany our vision is always trycom
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Unfortunately | have to say that we
Its good to follow 
the world,...tisipsranybody Is follow^ St'" S" Unka 1 d°"'‘ think

o you So then I have to see how to bring the innovation
hen w C°r ^r0Ueh the technol°^ we believe it. So 

then we see what kind of technology we can put into the
app ication. Today if you take most of the banks, mobile
banking, ATM integration, internet banking is available. Those
are by defaults now for customers, so what else can we do?
Earlier bank demanded from the customer, couple of years
back, whether we like it or not we have to wait in the bank
queue, today if there is a queue people wont go there. The
culture need to be changed, you provide a better service to the
customer in different ways. You can provide customer service in
couple of ways. You can improve your efficiencies and all that,
but it really doesn't mean customer is getting a value. So when
we are looking on an application, a new deployment or
whatever, we always consider that the minimum things should
be there. Up to mobile banking level it needs to be there, that is
my by default, top of that what should we bring through the
technology.
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°3nT,r„Tut:i^rodi''i,vou ,re n°*
saturation ,o„J iMe UTte B™?* "» "«*

=tT*°r=«buildings should ho thar.tod^^SSr' ,h“Ueh'

ATMTYestX* w" f a"the
tomorrow its something else. Meaning expansion is 
unavoidable & it should happen. Today expansion 
methodologies are a bit different, its not just another branch, it 
can happen anywhere. So how can systems can cater to it?
Most of the time it is technology that we are using. If you are 
getting an application today, you have to plan at least for five 
years. I really don't believe IT plans for five years time, but 
system expansion should be there. How you cater to the 
technologies, whether you are following the standards, this is 
where the frameworks are required. So if your applications 
mobile ready today, tomorrow it will be ready for any 
technology, that kind of provisioning need to be there when 
you are setting up systems. Specially a financial company like 
our, we compete with those giants, and we being a small player 
in the market we have to come out with much more innovative 
things. So systems should be capable on quick deployment 
which we call rapid deployment, whenever a branch is opened 
my IT system should be able to run today itself. So for any 
application we make provisions, so its application provision for 
a couple of years. Its not about over provisioning, we don't 
make systems cater to the exact demand, we always keep 
buffers, it is required. You know when we are provisioning 
something we are not going to invest on hardware and 
software at once, but its phase wise. But the technologies like 
virtualization will adopt on demand hardware, on demand 
memory, on demand application capabilities. So because of 
that what we do is, when we are selecting an application we 

always check these things.

/ Can systems cater to 
expansion", "Futuristic 
system"

ortals and

new

are
new
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r?°urcin^:~;s^:rs "Avaiiabiiit^"ou^°-ce
is, what klndWXZSogns'X°hw ^hu7 T™' ^ ”“*•“"« ™n «'re

“aVPP"Cation- Not epical things, non core things it 

outsource ' ^ l° Pr°per'v select what «e will

things". "BCP"

We get an advantage, when we outsource to a proper party 
with a vision of 4 or 5 years. So down the line how they 
improve their systems will benefit to the company, but at the 
same cost. We will demand & try to reduce the outsourcing 
cost. But that doesn't mean they can stay with the same 
technology, they have to enhance the technology. By enhancing 
the technology that advantage is passed to the customer on the 
same cost.

Vendor technology 
advancement,

All SLA's I believe if I sign an agreement whatever the things 
there they should be delivered. I don't believe in response 
times, I sign for resolution times and they are usually two 
hours. When it comes to SLAs you have to bind it with 
penalties, then it is a SLA, else its just a paper. In Sri Lankan 
context you don't take the supplier to courts or blacklisting the 
supplier. When you bind things with penalties even the supplier 
is a little concern if something goes wrong they have to pay out. 
From our side if we are not monitoring it we are not going to 
gain the right service. So monitoring is a must, penalties is a 
must.

"SLA monitoring is a must", 
"SLA penalty is a must"

Privacy/DP & Regulatory framework:
When it comes to data protection we do have a governing 
policy for that from the organization itself and it is mandatory 
that our employees does not divulge any information to outside 
through electronic formats. A digital information policy is there 
in place, it is made aware and all employees have signed it 

it hard to do other stuff, so through

Policy based privacy

Being a large company 
policies we govern this. 
Vendor selection:
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We only work with tear 1 nartn he best to the company. 
Services. Vendor certTf cat! a" 'T S°'Uti°ns and 

certification is a must and its ^ PerS°nnel
well. This number of professional^ * °Ur agreement as 
get this service agreeLntTvldn " — ^there t0

pl»y«rs can offer thing, |ow e '.Soe™'!
mean you get the real service. '•marooesnt
A company like us, which is a little large, services are very 
cnt'cal for us. Some operations run 24x7, so support service
should be in place properly which means we have to select the 
right vendors properly.
Geographic locations:

"Vendor certification", 
Vendor service personnel 

certification", "Vendor size"

"Vendor Support"

Not applicable. 
Data Retention:
Today the technology, if you take a good example like Google, 
they will never ask you to delete. Technology is there to retain 
your data in archives for the lifetime. When it comes to CBSL 
guidelines we need to keep data for six years, but we are not 
stopping there, we keep data for the full lifecycle because 
technology is there. The same technology is available in Sri 
Lanka, and we use it, so we don't ask our users to delete any 
emails or records or anything.
Migrating applications to the cloud:
Outsourcing Database intensive applications to the cloud is 
little kind of a tricky question. We have to see if Sri Lanka's 
infrastructure is good enough to do that thing. You will not 
expect 300MBS in Sri Lanka, but when it comes to US, you can 

connection to home at 1GBPS. Its not the technology or

"SLICT infrastructure"

get to a
the mindset, it is the infrastructure.

"TCO is lower in cloud", 
"Hidden costs in cloud"TCO is lower than in

for more than 1 year time fra , evaluate

years, yes TCO Is »»
applications we always support services.

When II comes lo the cloud m g e intangible
proWern,wemc»*ac»«^«;on 

things also goes in to tnei
On Current technology:
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. . , an advantage, if I am not seeine an
advantage I wont use it. B» using windows 8 and the latest 

n roid, I am giving an indication to the users to use these 
technologies. With the version control and „pg„d,s 
business benefits, otherwise p,„p|, 
adoption and willingness is required.
On an end note:

What I have to state is, when you are taking decisions on 
technology you have to take a decision consciously, and then 
again you have to take the decision at the right time, after one 
years time taking that decision wont work for the company. 
And you always have to see the business benefit that you are 
getting to the company. And based on that only you have to 
take decisions. CIOs are no more just CIOs in the company, they 
have to play a bigger role in the company, where they have to 
work with CMOs, CFOs and all the CXO level, and then again 
you have to make sure that your vision and the technologies 
are aligned with the companies vision and that gives a proper 
business benefit rather IT try to do things alone. Always 
business requirement need to be converted to a IT requirement 
rather IT going and forcing business to adopt something.

Technology Enthusiasts, 
"Willingness to adopt 
technology", CIO's 
knowledge on new 
technology

new

Not adopting at the right 
time can be a mistake. 
Business benefit, Business IT 
Alignment, +
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APPENDIX g

Categories assigned to codes

Category
Category Code

Code

Business value of new technology 

Security

Reg NO Frameworks for cloud 

Risk Mitigation

org

Org org

Org org "Confidentiality" 

CapEx Reduction

Confidentiality

IT/ISOrg Local Revenue

IT/IS OpEx reductionReg NO Governance for cloud
IT/IS TCO reductionReg Cloud's are Offshore

Competition PressureorgVendor "offshore Professionalism"
"Response time to customer"org

"Compliance"Reg
"QOS"org

CIO Why take the risk?
IT/IS "manageability"

IT/IS Reduced Complexity
IT/IS "high availability"

SLA in-house/CloudIT/IS
dealing with business volume 
fluctuations

"Backup"IT/IS
Org

"Risk"org
Faster ProvisioningIT/IS

"Sensitive"org
Clear Business Value.Org

"Fear"org
Secure ConnectivityIT/IS "Knowledge"

"Response time to customer"

vendor
Device independence_____

"Interface Refresh Rate 
IT must meet business 
objectives______________

Tprhnologv to deliver-----—
SDLC reduces time increases 

quality______ _________

efficientuseofIT—---------

"productivity_ofJT^-------—-

Innov org

Innov
QOS
manageability, "high availability77

org

Org IT/IS

Innov "Backup"IT/IS

"DR"Reg IT/IS

How Secure?Innov org

IT/IS
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IT/IS Consolidation 

Business Case 

Availability

org Risk
Org org "Sensitive"

Org vendor Outsource to cloud

Outsource to cloud Non-Core can be
outsourced

Legal framework insufficient 

"Sensitivity of information"

IT/IS "Consolidation"

"DR Provisioning" 

Technology refresh Cycle

vendor

IT/IS Legal

IT/IS org

Scared to cloudify sensitive
informationorgVendor Monitoring SLA is not easy

Business driven ITorgVendor Vendor Ethics

IT a partner in progressorg
Vendor Vendor Stability

"Business value of IT"org
Vendor Vendor certification

"IT Value addition"org
Vendor Vendor Capability

Maturity of Sri Lankareg
IT/IS Invest in uptime

innovation through technologyinnov
Data PrivacyReg

"Can systems cater to expansion"innov
"Customer Charter"Reg

"Futuristic system"innov
No clear regulationReg

AvailabilityIT/IS
No directive on Offshore dataReg "Outsource non critical things"org
CIO confidence in cloudCIO

"Outsource non core things"CIO knowledge on new
technologies_________

org

CIO "BCP"org

Vendor technology advancement 

SLA monitoring is a must 

"SLA penalty is a must"

Policy based privacy 

^decertification

vendor

vendor

vendor

org

vendor
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Vendor service personnel 
certification"

"Vendor size”

vendor

vendor

vendor Vendor Support

SLICT infrastructure 

TCO is lower in cloud 

"Hidden costs in cloud"

infra

IT/IS

IT/IS

innov Technology Enthusiasts

"Willingness to adopt new
technology"innov

innov CIO's knowledge on new technology

Not adopting at the right time can be 
a mistakeorg

Business benefitorg

Business IT Alignmentorg
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APPENDIX h 

Consolidated Categories

Org Organization
Org IT/IS

CB Risk Mitigation
CB "Consolidation"

CB Confidentiality CB "DR Provisioning"
CB Local Revenue

dealing with business volume 
fluctuations

CB "productivity of IT"
CB CB Consolidation

CB Clear Business Value. CB Faster Provisioning
CB IT must meet business objectives CB Invest in uptime

CB Business Case CB Reduced Complexity

CB Availability CB Secure Connectivity

Company PolicyPB SLA in-house/CloudCB

Technology refresh CycleBusiness IS alignment CBPB

In-house ITPBStrategic ITPB

Over provisioningPBCustomer centric ITPB

"Highly Automated"SBLLow customer penetrationPB
Already invested in automationSBLStrategic PlanSBL
Already invested in automationSBLBusiness driven ITSBL
In-house IT self sufficiencySBLbusiness value of technologySBL
IT dept.'s own technology alignmentSBL

Strategic ITSBL
Over ProvisioningSBLOperational dependency on ITSBL
under utilizationSBL

Availability is criticalSBL
"Backup"AMWtechnology compromises security^

lose control of information
SBL

"DR"AMW
SBL "high availability" 

"manageability"

AMW
"BCP"AMW AMW
"Business value of IT

AMW
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Org Organization

"Confidentiality"

"Fear"

Org IT/I SAMW
AMW Availability 

TCO reduction
AMW

AMW
AMW "IT Value addition"

CIL "Capacity Issues"
AMW "QOS"

CIL Central Consolidation
AMW "Response time to customer"

"Response time to customer"
CIL In-House IT staff Self Sufficiency

AMW
CIL Integration

AMW "Risk" CIL Over Capacity
AMW "Sensitivity of information" Physical upgrade of servers to cater

to changing demand
CIL

AMW "Sensitive" CIL Planned Capacity

"Sensitive"AMW AIA Cost of cloud

AMW Business benefit AIA CapExto OpEx

AMW Business driven IT Monthly peak resource demandsAIA

Business IT AlignmentAMW AIA Over provisioning

Linder utilizationBusiness value of new technology AIAAMW

under utilizationAIACompetition PressureAMW

Hidden & complex costs in TCOAIAIT a partner in progressAMW

Not adopting at the right time can
be a mistake________________ _

"Consolidation"LOLCAMW

"TCO"LOLCQOSAMW
"Virtualization"LOLCSecurityAMW
TCO vs business valueLOLC

"Strategic IT"CIL
Value based justification"User demand features of

everyday internet apps _
Convenience demanded by

LOLC
CIL

Virtualization"LOLC
CIL internal customer

Silos of information systems 

■ntP.rationofclQud to other systems

Smaller in-house IT teams_______ .

Dependent on IS to deliver
hiKiness requirement^---------
Excessive ICT user penetration

CDB
CIL

CDB
CIL

CDB
Expansion is continuesCIL
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Org Organization

IT
process

IT literate users

Org IT/ISCIL

CIL

CIL

CIL IT tightly aligned to business

CIL Marketing Driven

CIL No Formal EA Process

Not adopting at the right ti
be a mistake
Positive management outlook on
outsourcing

CIL me can

CIL
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APPENDIX I 

Consolidated Sub Codes
Organization

Business Value of IT

IT/IS
Better cloud 
Provisioning

Cloud less complex

New TechnoloEv 

Business Value of IT

CIO
CIO confidence in 
cloud

CIO Knowledge & 
positive view of cloud

CIO Knowledge & 
positive view 
technology

Customer
conveniences Adoption rate

Higher cloud 
availability

Fear of Cloud
Innovation

Loss of control of 
information CIO Knowledge & 

negative view of cloud
Lower cloud CapEx Refresh rate

Expansion Lower cloud TCO Fear Fear
Value addition of
cloud

Internal policy Cloud road map Why take the risk
Risk Consolidation Expansion
Security Already invested in IT Timing of adoption
Sensitivity of
information Strong in-House IT

Cloud road map Integration

Regulatory
Framework

InfrastructureLegal FrameworkVendors

Change in regulator 
view of cloud

Outsource non-core 
business area

Cost of connectivityEnforcement

Stronger
implementation for

Low infrastructure 
vendors

Clear regulator 
directive on cloud

From outsourcing to 
cloud sourcing IT

Lower Q.OS
Geographic

Compliance

Local support 
SLA monitoring &
Penalty _____
vendor auditability 

Vendor Ethics
Vendor knowledge 
Vendor selection
criteria -
Vendor technology.
Vendor trust____

Trialability_____ .

Privacy 
Security 
Shared Space
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APPENDIX j

Color Coded Theming
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criteria______  _
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APPENDIX k 

Organizations that participated 

Classification 
Commercial Banks

# Name of Institution
Axis Bank Ltd Designation

CEO
Name 
Mr. Ashok Basu

1 Method
In

Commercial Bank of 
Ceylon PLC 
People's Bank

2 PersonCommercial Banks CIO Mr. Rohan 
Muttiah

In
3 PersonCommercial Banks AGM-IT Mr. Sobitha

Weerasekara
In
Person4 Seylan Bank PLC Commercial Banks AGM IT Mr. Gerald

Wanigaratne
In
Person5 Union Bank of

Colombo_______
Abans Finance PLC

Commercial Banks VP IT Mr. Rajeev
Munasinhe

In
Person

6 Finance Companies Mngr IT Mr. Manura 
Rajakaruna

Telepho
ne

7 AMW Capital
Leasing and Finance

Finance Companies CIO/GM IT Mr. Chinthaka 
Abeynaike

In
Person

PLC
Mr. Imdad Naguib8 Citizens 

Development 
Business Finance

Finance Companies AGM IT In
Person

PLC
Mr. Ravi Joseph InChief

Manager - IT
Finance CompaniesKanrich Finance Ltd9

Person
InMr. Conrad DiasCIOFinance CompaniesLanka ORIX Finance1 Person

PLC0 TelephoMr. Manjula
Balasuriya

Manager ITFinance CompaniesSiyapatha Finance 
Limited

1 ne
1 TelephoMr. Anuranga

Handaragama
Head of ITFinance CompaniesPeople's Merchant

Finance PLC_______
AIA Insurance Lanka

1 ne
7 InMr. Chandana

Jayasooriya
Director ITLong Term 

Insurance, General 
Insurance 

General Insurance

Person1
PLC2

TelephoMr. SuchinthaManager IT
neAllianz Insurance

Lanka Ltd.______
Allianz Life 
Insurance 

Ceylinco Insurance

1
TelephoMr. SuchinthaManager IT3 Long Term 

Insurance 

Long Term 
Insurance, 
Insurance

ne
1

Lanka Ltd. InMr. Bonny 
Fernando

4 Director IT Person
1 General

PLC5
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1 LOLC Insurance 
Company Limited

Long Term 
Insurance, General 
Insurance

Long Term 
Insurance, General 
Insurance

6 CIO Mr. Conrad Dias In
Person

1 Union Assurance
GM IT8 PLC Mr. Ruwan 

Bakmedeniya
In
Person
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